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Captain’s Letter

Our 25th anniversary year is well and truly over, 2013 
is underway, and many of you will be coming out of 
golfing hibernation just thirsting to get back on the 
golf course.  We at Gullane had our share of snow 

which managed to hang around for over two weeks.  I watched 
as people sledged and even skied on our second and seventeenth 

holes – HMMPH!  Still the children were having a good time 
and they left two large snowmen guarding the first green.

our BgCS year gets underway with a Literati meeting in Edin-
burgh on the 22nd of February, followed the next day by the re-
consecration of Open Champion (1907) Arnaud Massy’s grave 
which has recently been restored.  The grave is in Newington 
cemetery in Edinburgh. Member Jean Bernard Kazmierc-
zak representing the European Society will visit from Paris.

My book collection received a rather nice addition just before 
Christmas when a friend popped in to the office with a box of 
golf books. He said he was on his way to the charity shop but 
thought I might part with £20 and save him the trouble.  They 
include a few of the usual suspects e.g. a couple of Cottons, Golf 
is my Game (Jones). James Braid, Alex Morrison etc but lo and 
behold, a little gem, the R&A Annual report for 1948 which 
includes a marvellous article by the Chairman of the Rules of Golf 
Committee, one Bernard Darwin CBE.  The article stretches to 
five pages and is titled The Autumn Medal.  Hopefully we will be 
able to include this is in the June edition of Through The Green.

The Open returns to Muirfield this year and I would urge you to 
book quickly for the Open Meeting at Kilspindie on Wednes-
day the 17th of July.  On that morning there will be a collectors 
table fair at the Aberlady Village Hall and in the evening a din-
ner, with the usual prize-giving, maybe a keynote speaker and 
music all thrown in.  Remember to pack your dancing shoes!
Another event this year will be my Captain’s Day, which takes 
place over Gullane No 1 on Friday the 16th  of August.  I think we 
will also be golfing the day before over Bruntsfield Links Golfing 
Society’s course in Edinburgh – details to follow in the June is-
sue. Your Committee, and in particular our Fixtures Secretary, 
Chris Walker, has provided you with a terrific diary of events and 
matches. I urge you to support the various event organisers by 
putting your names down for their fixtures as  soon as possible.
I look forward to meeting many of you as the season progresses. 

David Kirkwood
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Society News

Society News

BGCS Member Robin Morris of 
Edinburgh who is a founder and a 
Selection Panel member reports that 
in January of this year a new name was 
added to the Scottish Sports Hall of 
Fame. William Law ‘Willie’ Anderson, 
originally from North Berwick, was 
the eighth golfer to be inducted  out 
of a total of 93 sports persons. The 
Hall of Fame is housed in the Scottish 
National Museum in Chambers Street 
in Edinburgh.

Anderson was born in North 
Berwick and emigrated to the United 
States  in 1896, when he was just 
sixteen years of age. He played in the 
United States Open Championship 
from its third playing in 1897 until the 
fourteenth Championship in 1908. He 
was the Champion on four occasions, 
and was the only person to win it in 
three consecutive years between 1903 
and 1905. He also finished second 
once, was third once, fourth twice and 
fifth three times.

As a matter of interest, eight 
different scots won the US Open 
in its first sixteen years, and ten 
in total, more than have won the 
Open Championship. Anderson was 
professional at ten different clubs in 
his time. He is buried in Philadelphia. 
His father, who was Head Greenkeeper 
at the Braids Golf Course before 
emigrating, is also buried there along 
with Willie’s brother Tom. Both of 
them died a few years after Willie.

Although he had a young wife and a 
daughter when he died and four sisters 
back home there are no known direct 
descendants. For this reason Robin 
presented the award to Anderson’s 
former golf club, Bass Rock in North 
Berwick, where it will be on display. 
Anderson and Tom Morris Jnr. are the 
only two inductees out of a total of 108 
in the World Hall of Fame in  Florida 
who do not have their copy signatures 
on a memorial stone.

The other seven golfers so far 
inducted into the SSHF are father and 
son Old and Young Tom Morris, James 
Braid, Tommy Armour, the last Scot to 
win the US Open although regarded as 
an American by the WGHF as he had 
taken American citizenship after he 
emigrated in 1920. The remainder are 
Sandy Lyle, Jessie Valentine and Belle 
Robertson. 

Society Website

To improve communication within our 
Society a brief summary of the Minutes of 
the most recent Committee Meeting will 
available online. Members are reminded 
that the website is the place where the 
most up-to-date information can be 
found on such things as changes to the 
Society calendar will any new golfing 
dates which may arise at short notice. 

Scottish Sports Hall of Fame

Open Meeting

World Hickory Open 2013

Society Merchandise

Willie Anderson as presented in the SSHF 

At Kilspindie Golf Club on the 17th 
of July. The Captain is keen to ensure 
this is a great event and is hoping for 
a good turnout. There will be a trade 
fair for members wishing to buy or sell 
memorabilia.

Lionel Freedman wishes to make sure 
all members have early notice of this 
event which this year is taking place 
over Montrose Links at on Tuesday/
Wednesday the 1st/2nd of October.

The new stock of solid silver cuff-
links are now priced at £33 and not 
the previous price of £25 as shown in 
the advertisement at the end of this 
magazine.
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Forthcoming Events
The Society’s first event of 2013 will 
take place at royal Worlington golf 
Club. A hickory match against the  
club will take place on  Friday the 8th 
March. The match manager is nigel 
notley

The Welsh Weekend will tee off 
with a competition at Borth and 
Ynslas Golf Club, which is the 
oldest nine hole course in Wales, 
on Friday the 22nd of March. 
Both hickory and modern clubs 
are welcome. The following day 
the annual hickory match against 
Aberdovey Golf Club will take 
place followed by a wonderful  
dinner  with perhaps some great 
Welsh songs. Sunday the 24th of 
March is the date for the Welsh 
Hickory Championship. This is 
always a very popular weekend for 
many members so make sure you 
have returned your entry forms to 
the organiser for the weekend is Liz 
McDonald.

Sunday the 7th of April the 
venue is Moor Allerton for a match 
against the club as part of their 
90th anniversary celebrations. 
Match Manager is John Pearson. 
The following Sunday, the 14th, 
John Weston will be putting a team 
together to play a match against 
redditch golf Club as part of the 
club’s Centenary.

On Tuesday 16th the first event 
will take place north of the border 
when the North Scottish Spring 
Meeting takes place at Spey Bay g C 
when the organiser is hamish ewan. 
There are still some places available 
so if you wish to play please send in 
your form or contact Hamish.

One of the Society’s highlights 
is the President’s Day Meeting to 
be held this year on Friday the 26th 
of April. Once  again the Society is 
privileged to be able to visit royal 
Liverpool golf Club in Hoylake for 
this prestigious and poplar event. 
The organiser is Peter heath. A 

collector’s fair is organised for the 
Saturday.morning in the club house at 
Royal Liverpool.

In May the Central England 
Hickory Championship will take place 
as always at Coxmoor golf Club when 
the organiser will once again be Keith 
Bilbie. The Championship incorporates 
play for the English Seniors’ Trophy 
together with the John Hanna Trophy. 
To encourage as many members as 
possible to play inthis event there will 
be theusual additional competition for 
members wishing to play with modern 
clubs. Entry forms included in this 
magazine shold be sent to Keith Bilbie. 

On Thursday 23rd May neil 
hutchinson as match manager will be 
organising a team to play Tynemouth 
GC in a Centenary Match.The club are 
making tremendous efforts to make this 
a success. Neil hopes a large number 
of hickory players will contact him 
wishing to play in this match. It is on 
the way for golfers making their way 
to the Scottish Hickory Championship 
Meeting which begins the next day.The 
Tynemouth Golf Club are preparing 
to have the course to be played as 
it was designed by Willie Park. An 
informal lunch will be served before 
teeing off at 1.30, with a dinner in the 
evening followed by a ‘Golf Antiques 
Roadshow’. Sounds like a great day 
out! Neil can be contacted on 01642 
284792 or e-mail neilhutch1@hotmail.
com

Highlight of the Scottish calendar 
is the Scottish Hickory Championship 
which  again this year is being played 
over the links at Dunbar Golf Club. 
The organiser is Ian Hislop, who has 
also organised an individual strokeplay 
competition to be played over the links 
of Gullane 3. This will take place on the 
day after the Championship.

Once again nigel notley has 
organise a mini-feast in East Anglia 
with members having the great 
opportunity to play over the two 
fabulous courses of royal West norfolk 

golf Club to be played Saturday the 
29th of June.  John hawkins is the 
man to contact if you wish to take the 
opportunity of visiting this great club.

Other dates for your diary:-
Friday 12th July Annual Match against 
the Mackenzie Society Cavendish Golf 
Club
Wednesday 17th July Open Champion-
ship Meeting Kilspindie Golf Club
Tuesday 30th July Hickory Match v The 
Senior Golfers’ Society Edgbaston Golf 
Club
Monday 12th August Centenary Match 
against Coxmoor Golf Club
Thursday 29th August Hickory Match 
against Trentham Golf Club
Saturday 31st August Danish Open 
Hickory Championship at Copenhagen 
Golf Club (founded in 1897)

at Brancaster and the following day 
at hunstanton. These are two great 
matches followed by very convivial 
dinners in historic surroundings. The 
dates are the 28th and 29th of May.

June is a busy month for hickory 
matches but preceeding them is a Polish 
hickory Championship to be over the 
Sobienie Krowlewskie  golf Club. The  
organiser is Sofia Lelkowski

On Saturday 15th June John 
hawkins is the Match Manager for a 
Centenary Hickory  match against St 
georges hill golf Club. Please contact 
John on 01293 550381 or  email 
jbdhawkins&talktalk.net

Another Centenary Hickory Match 
takes place the next day on Sunday the 
16th of June when Margaret hobbs and 
John Pearson are the organisers. The 
match is against Stocksfield golf Club. 

The next Centenary Hickory Match 
is against the Derbyshire union of 
golf Clubs and will be played over the 
course at Ashbourne golf Club when 
the Match Manager is Keith Bilbie

Completing this feast of hickory 
golf   is a match against Walton heath 
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The Honorary Treasurer wishes to 
remind those members who are 
currently paying their subscriptions 
by Standing Order Mandate that the 
subscription has increased to £40 
as from 2013. If this is the case they 
should send a cheque for the balance to 
the Assistant Honorary Treasurer : 

Mr Paul Walker
11 Wannerton Road 

Blakedown 
Worcestershire

DY10 3NG

We welcome the following new members and look forward to meeting them at 
future events

Name
C Arma
Jack Bower
Andrew Buchan
Geoff Clay
Charlie Crummie
Alan Feltham
Luke Grant
Bob Grassom
Terry Greenhaigh
Graham Griffiths
Mavis Hanna
Richard Hayward
Jean Holt
Tommy Horton
B Ivstedt
Moira Kilkenny
S E Killick
R MacLeod Smith
S Mitchell
Philip Nielson
I Pekkola
Tony Parker
Tony Pook
Vivien Saunders OBE 
Jeremy Simmonds
Lyle Slovick
Standen
Nancy Stulak 
Stephen Tubb

Address
Boras
Unknown
London
Stroud
Edinburgh
Southampton
Worcester
Troon
Nuneaton
Perth
Hillsborough Co Down
Ashurstwood
Clitheroe
St Martin Jersey
Fridensland Sweden
Warkworth
Lewes
Greetham
Woodchurch
Heswall
Zug Switzerland
St Andrews
Scholar Green
St Neots
Morcott Rutland
Aloha OR
Peasmarch
Far Hills New Jersey 
Stratford on Avon

Interests
Clubs 
General
Clubs and books
History
Books, James Braid
Books
Books and History
Clubs, bags balls books
Clubs and books
General
Porcelain, postcards 
General
Artwork, general
Clubs, books
Antique clubs
Books
Cards and books
Books and clubs 
General
Clubs books and cards
Books
Books, photographs
Books, women’s golf
General
Books
Clubs balls and cards
General
Books, club histories
Clubs, balls and bags

Welcome to my first edition of Through 
the Green.To begin with I was unsure 
what I had let myself in for, however 
recently this has become very much 
clearer to me. I am very proud to have 
been asked to follow in the footsteps of 
all of the previous editors,who I have 
known, Dick Durran, Alan Jackson and  
particularly my longstanding predeces-
sor. Although I do hope I shall eventu-
ally reach a stage where I approach the 
very high standard set by John Pearson. 
On your behalf I would like to thank 
John most sincerely for the terrific job 
he has done in bringing this magazine 
to the quality publication it is now. I 
trust you will be forgiven should you 
find a few errors in my first attempt. 

I have tried to create a brighter 
cover, which I hope you like. This will 
change for each issue. It is my hope that 
I may encourage a greater number of 
members to become more involved in  
the content and layout of their maga-
zine by contributing interesting articles 
for us all to read. I would like to think 
more members would become involved 
in the wider content. If you have a nice 
old golf painting which has most of the 
action on the right hand side and would 
like to see it as the cover then please let 
me know. Also as postcards seem to be 
such a popular collecting theme among 
our members 

I would like to have ‘post card’ page 
or pages where members are able to 
inform us about particular post cards 
or seek answers about ones they have 
in their collection or arrange a ‘swap’. 
Perhaps you think a golf quiz would 
be a good idea, if so, please write it out 
and send it to me. This could be a new 
feature! It may even merit a prize each 
time for the first correct answers.

By the time the next issue is pub-
lished I shall have achieved one of my 
long term ambitions. I am fortunate to 
have tickets for five days at Augusta. So 
I will be keeping my eyes open for any 
other BGCS members lucky enough to 
be at The Masters.

Subscriptions National Libraries

New Members

From the Editor

Society News

The Society has been asked to supply a 
copy of Through the Green to each the 
major libraries: Cambridge University, 
The Bodleian Library, Oxford, The 
Welsh National Library in Cardiff, The 
Scottish National Library, Edinburgh, 
and Trinity College Library, Dublin.  
The request came from The Agency for 
the Legal Deposit Libraries, under the 
terms of the Legal Deposit Libraries Act.

The SNL is interested in the 
possibility of acquiring a complete run. 
If any member would like to clear some 
space in the attic, contact the Editor. 
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tional tournament win. So two wins equates to a two-shot 
reduction, 3 wins equals 3 shots etc. The hickory adjustment 
will then revert to the normal hickory adjustment in year 
3. Should a player subsequently enter a competition having 
had his / her CONGU handicap reduced then that handicap 
will apply.  The hickory adjustment will still apply to the new 
handicap. Similarly if a CONGU handicap has increased, the 
new steel handicap should be the base but the hickory adjust-
ment will still be applied. Winners in 2012 will be adjusted 
retrospectively.

Clarification on interpretation of these rules in other circum-
stances should be sought from the BGCS committee whose 
decision will be final 
.
3. hickory handicaps for Club & Centenary 
matches
If when playing against clubs or in centenary celebrations, 
where host members choose to play with hickory clubs, then 
in addition to the conventional to hickory adjustments in 1 
above, host club members will receive 3 extra courtesy shots.

4. Winners from 2012

Player Event H’cap 
on 
Entry

Score New 
H’cap

Stephan Kjell
Willie Tanner
Chris Walker
Chris Walker
Brian Siplo
Willie Tanner
Alex Carson
Nigel Notley

Welsh
Aberdeen
Central Eng
Musselburgh
Scottish 
St Andrews
Crieff
English

5 + 4
16 + 6
5 + 4
5 + 3
24 + 7
16 + 5
22 + 7
5 + 4

38 pts
27 pts
37 pts
na
42 pts
na
35 pts 
38 pts

5 + 3
16 + 5
5 + 3
5 + 2
24 + 6
16 + 4
22 + 6
5 + 3

Nigel Notley

review of 2012 and changes for 2013

Introduction
The bulk of this document featured in Through The Green in 
December 2011 but new clarification is given.

1. Allowance for hickory handicaps
The following adjustments will apply: 

CONGU
Handicap

Added shots for playing with hickories

Professionals
0 – 3
4 – 8
9 – 14
15 – 20
21+

None; play off Scratch
3
4
5
6
7

For major events the maximum CCONGU handicap is 18 for 
men. Therefore the maximum hickory uplift is + 6 and the 
total adjustment is 24. For women the maximum CONGU 
handicap is 24 with a corresponding uplift of 7 making the 
total adjustment 31.

The major events to which this applies are: Welsh Hickory 
Championship, President’s Day at Hoylake, Central England 
Hickory Championship, Scottish Hickory Championship, 
Open Championship Meeting, English Hickory Champion-
ship and any other competitions deemed so by the Commit-
tee. NB Golfers are not prevented from entering off a higher 
conventional CONGU handicap, but they will be restricted to 
18 or 24 respectively.

2. handicap adjustment for winners in handicap 
events
An anomaly arose in 2012. By reducing the CONGU Society 
handicap after winning an event, if that golfer moved into 
a lower handicap category, the player could lose more than 
one shot. For example, a player with a CONGU handicap of 4 
would receive an adjustment of 4 if playing with hickory clubs 
in a mixed conventional/hickory event. If he/she were to win 
that event, he/she would receive a cut of 1 stroke to 3 in his 
(conventional) Society handicap. His/her hickory adjustment 
would therefore be 3 rather than four, resulting in a playing 
handicap (with hickories) of 6 – two shots less than previ-
ously.     

With effect from 2013 the winner’s rule is as follows: 
The hickory adjustment used on entry to the winning tourna-
ment will be reduced by one shot for the rest of the current 
year (year1) through to the end of the following year (year 
2). One additional shot will be subtracted for each addi-

Hickory Handicaps
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Liz Pook (née elizabethChadwick) 1943-2012

British Ladies’ golf is all the sadder since the 
announcement of the death of Liz Pook at her home 
in Cheshire in December.  Not only was she a cham-
pion golfer,  she was an enlightened golf historian 

and inspirational person.  All who met her were touched by 
her radiating smile, good humour, concern for others and her 
strong positive approach to life.

Liz was born in Inverness in 1943, when her father was 
training with the RAF.  After the 
war her family settled in Cheshire 
and Liz joined Bramhall Park Golf 
Club, where her grandparents 
were captains and her father and 
aunts were low handicap golfers.   
Her golfing career blossomed in 
the 1960s. She first came to the 
fore on the national front when 
she reached the final of the English 
women’s amateur championship at 
Liphook in 1963. She was beaten 
in the final by Angela Bonallack. 
Liz, who had earlier beaten the 
legendary French player Catherine 
Lacoste, beat Vivien Saunders in 
the 1966 British women’s open 
amateur championship final at 
Ganton and became one of the 
few players to win the British title 
two years in a row when she beat 
Mary Everard in the 1967 final at 
Harlech.

Liz was determined to pay her 
own way,  and during the winter months she financed her golf by 
tackling any job going, including working in a local garage.  She 
wanted to be a sports reporter, but amateur status rules were so 
strict in those days that she had to write under a pseudonym.

Liz played for GB and I in the 1966 Curtis Cup match at 
Hot Springs, West Virginia, as well as the Vagliano Trophy 
matches against the Continent of Europe in 1963 and 1967.  She 
led the GB and I team to victory in the 1967 Commonwealth 
Tournament.

The achievement of retaining the British Championship 
demonstrates Liz’s fighting spirit and determination to win.  She 
was at the top of the Ladies game, but Liz was forever wanting to 
improve.   She lost weight in an endeavour to get ultra-fit,  and 
unfortunately lost her form too during the 1968 Curtis Trials.  
Her enthusiasm had waned,  and even although she received 
offers to help her turn pro, she could see a different future with 
her beloved Tony. She announced her retirement from cham-
pionship golf in 1968.

Liz and Tony married and in 1973 they moved to Somerset 
with Tony’s job. Liz concentrated on bringing up her two 
children, Andrew and Caroline, and started playing tennis. 
It was an unfortunate accident on the tennis court in 1986, 
when she slipped a disc and consequent exploratory surgery 
went wrong,  which left Liz paralysed from the waist down. Liz 
coped with this adversity through her faith, which stopped her 
from feeling angry. A committed Christian, Liz drew strength 

from talking to people worse 
off than herself.  She became a 
demon in a wheelchair, playing 
golf from a special buggy, and 
taking part in wheelchair tennis 
and swimming. For a while she 
could get about slowly with a 
leg in a caliper and two sticks, 
although latterly she had more 
surgery which grounded her to 
the wheelchair completely. She 
very rarely talked of the pain 
she was in, which was constant.
Liz and Tony built up an 
extensive collection of old golf 
books,  especially on ladies’ golf.   
Liz was in the fortunate position 
of knowing many of the golfers 
that are just legends to the rest 
of us,  and she interviewed many 
of them during their lifetime. 
She contributed many articles to 
books and magazines, including 
a Chapter in Bob Grant’s Aspects 

of Collecting Golf Books. BGCS members will know of the huge 
contribution she made to Through the Green with her well-
researched and fascinating articles on ladies golf.  Her husband 
Tony said ‘Liz was indeed thrilled to receive The Presidents 
Medal (in 2008) — a pinnacle of her research. Liz really enjoyed 
her research, spending hours in the study immersed in her golf 
books — hopefully taking her mind of the pain.’  Liz was also a 
Trustee of the Women Golfers Museum.

A packed congregation attend a service of Thanksgiving 
(Liz’s last round) in the week before Christmas at her church 
in Cheshire. Liz had planned it all.  The family came in to 
Bing Crosby’s It went Straight Down the Middle, and they 
left to Crocodile Rock by Elton John. Liz’s will to live life for 
the moment, whatever the challenge, was never far from 
our thoughts. £2,390 was collected for the Spinal Injuries 
Association, 2 Trueman Place, Oldbrook, Milton Keynes, MK6 
2HH

GGK

liz pook
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Dai rees - A Welsh golfing genius

David M Stott 
reminisces on a Welsh golfing gentleman

The 31st of March 2013 marks the 100th anniversary 
of the birth of arguably the most successful and 
charismatic golfer to come from the Principality 
of Wales – namely David James Rees, known to the 

golfing world and beyond as Dai Rees. Dai was born the son 
of a professional golfer, David Evan Rees in Fontgary, a village 
situated in Glamorgan and home to the Leys Club. However, 
Dai was aged just three when his father was appointed the 
professional at Brynhill near Barry and it was there that Dai first 
became interested in the game. His father gave him a cut down 
hickory baffy and he would amuse himself for hours on end 
hitting old practice balls and by his early teens he had become 
a low single figure player. Undoubtedly his father would have 
shown him how to hold the club using the Vardon grip and 
indeed he did use it for some time but abandoned it in favour 
of the two-handed grip which he used to great effect throughout 
the remainder of his life.

Life as an assistant professional
When the time came for him to leave school, Dai had no 
hesitation in accepting his father’s offer of a job as assistant. 
If he imagined that this would mean a life of constant practice 
and play he was in for a rude awakening. His duties consisted 
of cleaning the shop, member’s shoes and clubs and repairing 
broken hickory clubs. Shortly after, his father moved to take up 
the position of head professional at Aberdare Golf Club where 
the opportunities for play and practice improved. In 1932 he 
entered the Assistants’ Championship at Hendon in Middlesex. 
This was the first tournament he had played in outside Wales 
and he found the standard of opposition much stiffer. He shot 
150 over the 36 holes but was five shots behind the winner, Wally 
Hammond. Three years later he tried again when the competi-
tion was held at Wentworth. The format had changed to match 
play and he lost to RL Porter in the final. Although disappointed 
there was a positive outcome as Jim Coleman of the Surbiton 

Dai Rees - a model swing at Crans sur Sierre Dai Rees - the classic finish position
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GC was so impressed with his play that he offered him a job 
as assistant. Dai accepted and stayed at Surbiton, living with 
Jim Coleman and his wife for the next few years. He finally 
won the Assistants’ title in 1935 at the St Annes Old Links and 
again in 1936. Later that year he won the News of the World 
Matchplay Championship, beating the great Ernest Whitcombe 
by one hole. Dai was only 23 years old and his youth and good 
looks made for good copy in the press. Furthermore the win 
automatically entitled him to a place in the Ryder Cup. He won 
the Matchplay Championship four times, a record he shares with 
Peter Thompson and James Braid. He also was runner up on 
three occasions, the last when he was 54 years of age.

The Ryder Cup
The year 1937 saw the first of Dai’s ten selections for the Ryder 
Cup including one as non-playing Captain. The match was 
held at Southport and Ainsdale GC Southport, Lancs. and he 
beat the great Byron Nelson 3 & 1 in the singles and, partnered 
with Charles Whitcombe, halved against Gene Sarazen and 
Densmore Shute. Although GB lost to the USA 4 to 8 Dai had 
made a debut score of 11½ points. Success in the Matchplay and 
Ryder Cup was sadly not repeated in the Open Championship 
His pre-war record was: 1934, at Sandwich, dnq; 1935, 31st at 
Muirfield; 1936, eleventh at Hoylake; 1937, tied with Bill Cox 
for eleventh at Carnoustie; 1938, tied eleventh with Sid Brews 
at Sandwich; and twelfth at St Andrews in 1939. 1938 proved 
to be a milestone in Dai’s year. First, he was offered the full 
professional’s job at Hindhead; later that year he married Eunice 
Thomas. He also won the Matchplay for the second time, on this 
occasion beating Eddie Whitcombe, the son of Ernest, whom 
Dai had beaten two years earlier. 

The Second World War
Unfortunately this happy state of affairs was short lived as in 
September 1939 Great Britain declared war on Germany and 
Dai, like thousands of other young men, rushed to sign on to 
defend their country. He signed up for the RAF and was called 
in 1940. After initial training in UK he was posted to the Middle 
East where he was to spend the next few years. There is no doubt 
that the war robbed Dai of his best years as a professional. He 
was just at the age when he could have reasonably expected to 
play his best golf. However, he never complained about this in 
later life, realising how lucky he had been compared to some. 
The years in the desert did have one positive effect on him. 
Rarely getting the chance to play a proper round he spent hours 
perfecting his sand shots and became one of the finest expo-
nents of the greenside bunker shot in the world. Unfortunately 
his putting did not really recover to pre-war standards and he 
always said that his best putting years were from 1933 to 1939. 

For much of his time in the RAF he was the personal driver 
to Sir Harry Broadhurst but was also called upon for other driv-
ing duties when needed. It was on one of these exercises that 
he was injured in an air attack and it was thought that a finger 
would have to be amputated. Fortunately for Dai the surgeon 
was a golfer and managed to save the digit. After the desert 
campaign had concluded and the invasion of Europe had begun 

Dai found himself part of the occupying forces. It was whilst 
he was at Eindhoven that he was told to report to the first tee 
for a game with a VIP, who turned out to be no less than His 
Majesty King George Vl. Dai partnered the King against Field 
Marshall Montgomery’s ADC and General Dempsey’s ADC and 
he recalled that their foursome score for the nine holes played 
was 38. Field Marshall Montgomery remained in touch with Dai 
throughout the rest of his life and whenever he bought golfing 
equipment it was from Dai. 

Dai was demobbed in November 1945, resumed his duties 
at Hindhead and was naturally keen to start competing again. 
In July 1946 he tied for third in the Open at St Andrews, five 
shots behind Sam Snead. His second round 67 set a new record 
for  the Old Course record, which stood for fourteen years until 
Peter Alliss’s 66. Playing in the Penfold tournament later that 
year Dai was offered the job as head professional at South Herts 
GC. Although he was very happy at Hindhead the offer of a 
London-based club where the great Harry Vardon had been 
professional for 35 years was very tempting, and Dai accepted 
the next day. His contract stated that he would have 90 days per 
year to play tournament golf and it was suggested that he engage 
Steve Thomas as his first assistant. Steve, a fellow Welshman, 
was known to Dai. He had served the club as the temporary 
professional for several years and had been an assistant to Harry 
Vardon. He was an excellent golfer in his own right and had an 
unrivalled reputation as a teacher. 

Post War and the Ryder Cup
After the end of the Second World War there was little interest 
in reviving the Ryder Cup. Most of our top players had served 
in the armed services and had no golf for six years. Further-

A rare sight: Dai in a bunker
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when once again Dai captained the GB side. Partnering 
Ken Bousfield in the foursomes they despatched Boros and 
Finsterwald 2 up and in the singles Dai beat Ed Furgol 7/6. This 
was the first time GB had beaten the Americans since 1933 and 
celebrations were held in golf clubs throughout the country. 
The following year Dai was made a CBE and voted BBC Sports 
Personality of the Year.

It could be said that the 1950s were Dai’s golden years. He 
won the Egyptian Open in 1954 and the Belgian Open the same 
year. He won the Swiss Open in 1956, 1959 and again in 1963. 
The Dunlop Masters was added to his tally in 1950 and 1962 
and whilst on his world tour in 1951/52 he won prestigious 
tournaments in Australia and New Zealand. All in all Dai won 
a total of 39 tournaments over a 30-year period which undoubt-
edly makes him one of the most consistent professionals of his 
time. These achievements were recognised by his peers and he 
was elected Captain of the PGA in 1967 and again in 1976. His 
Open Championship record was also gaining momentum but 
sadly not quite enough to win the coveted Claret Jug. In 1953 

-more as part of the post-war reconciliation process it had 
been proposed to hold the Olympic Games in London in 1948 
and that had appeal to a larger audience. Fortunately a golfing 
benefactor came to the rescue in the form of Robert A Hudson. 
A Vice-president of both the USGA and British PGA he was a 
passionate supporter of the Ryder Cup and offered to sponsor 
the American team at his home club in Portland, Oregon. Sadly 
it was a very one-sided affair with Sam King being the only 
British player to win a point. Things improved somewhat when 
the match was held two years later at Ganton. Although the 
USA won, the score line was GB 5 USA 7 with Dai winning his 
singles match 6/4. Dai was now finding his golfing touch again 
and in the late 1940s won the Irish Open, the Silver King, the 
News Chronicle, the Matchplay – for the third time, and tied 
for first place in the Penfold. In 1950 he was made an Honorary 
Member of South Herts and in 1955 he won the Vardon Trophy 
and was invited to captain the Ryder Cup team in Palm Springs, 
America. The home team won again, the score being USA 8, GB 
4. However, it was a different story two years later at Lindrick 

Dai after one of his major wins
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Dai’s latter years
South Herts Golf Club remained an important part of his 
life and as his tournament playing days came to an end 
he spent much of his time at the club, teaching and playing 
with members. In fact during his playing days if he spotted a 
member in the gallery he would always acknowledge them. In 
1966 he won the PGA Seniors Championship beating Flory van 
Donck at Coventry. After his victory he drove straight back to 
South Herts to celebrate with his members. Later that year he 
played Freddie Haas for the world title at Dalmahoy. He played 
faultless golf throughout the two rounds but his putting touch 
had deserted him. Freddie on the other hand was rarely on the 
fairways but holed everything, eventually beating Dai 3 & 2 over 
36 holes. Two young South Herts members were standing at the 
edge of the green somewhat disconsolate (the writer was one) 
and Dai, spotting them, came straight over, shook hands and 
thanked them for travelling up to Scotland to support him.Even 
in a moment of what must have been intense disappointment at 
his defeat he still found time for his members. His ball-striking 
and shot making were a joy to watch.He would give clinics to 
societies visiting the Club and it could be guaranteed that there 
would be more than a sprinkling of South Herts members in 
the audience. He was the most enthusiastic of men, giving 
his all whether it be golf, snooker, darts or bridge. In short he 

enjoyed life to the full. Honours continued to come his way and 
in 1976 he was made an Honorary Member of the R & A. He 
was married to Eunice for 45 years, had two daughters Jennifer 
and Gillian and four grandchildren. He always paid tribute to 
his wife and acknowledged the part she had played in his career. 
News of his illness came as a total shock to everyone. If ever a 
man would go on forever it was Dai. Nevertheless he died at the 
age of 70 in November 1983. His funeral was attended by over 
400 people and included the surviving members of his 1957 win-
ning Ryder Cup team as well as the great and the good from the 
golfing world. He is sadly missed and the South Herts members 
who knew him in their youth and are now elderly, still speak of 
him with very real affection. His ashes are in the Garden of Rest 
in the aptly named St Andrews Church, Totteridge, less than a 
mile from his family home, the Club and within a short wedge 
from Harry Vardon’s grave.

One other thing that would have given Dai immense pride 
is that his younger daughter Gillian has been elected as Club 
Captain of South Herts. The first lady to occupy this post in the 
113-year history of the Club.
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Golfing Achievements of Dai Rees
Open Championship: Second in 1953, 1954 and 1961, Third in 1950
Irish Open: 1948
Swiss Open: 1956, 1959 and 1963
Egyptian Open: 1954
Belgian Open: 1954
Yorkshire Evening News: 1939, 1950, 1951(tied), 1952, 1956 (tied)
Dunlop Masters: 1950, 1962
New SouthWales Centenary: 1951
Wiseman’s New Zealand: 1952
Daks: 1953
Southern Professional Championship: 1954,1966 and 1975
Teachers Senior Championship: 1966
PGA Matchplay Championship:  1936, 1938 1949 and 1950; 
Second in 1953, 1967 and 1969
Silver King: 1946
Daily Mail: 1947
News Chronicle: 1947 and 1950
Penfold: 1947 (tied)
British Assistants’ Championship: 1935 and 1936
Vardon Trophy: 1955 and 1959
Ryder Cup Team: 1937,1947 1949,1951,1953,1955 (Capt) 1957 
(Capt) 1959 (Capt) 1961 (Capt); 1967 (non playing Capt)
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at Carnoustie, one of his favourite courses, he shared the lead 
with Eric Brown on 142 after two rounds. After three round he 
was one shot behind Hogan and de Vicenzo but Hogan came 
through with a final round of 68 to take the Championship and 
Dai finished in joint second place.

The following year at Royal Birkdale Dai shared the lead 
after three rounds but a 74 in the first round proved expensive 
and once again he finished joint second, this time by just one 
shot to Peter Thompson. Over the next six years he finished in 
the top ten twice and in 1961 the Open returned once more to 
Royal Birkdale. Dai started off in fine style with a 68 and shared 
the lead. However, a second round 74 proved costly just as it 
had seven years earlier. Nevertheless, he still shared the lead 
but Arnold Palmer returned a score of 69 in the third round 
and Dai slipped to one shot behind. On the final round both 
he and Arnold Palmer shot 72 with Dai in typical fighting spirit 
making birdies at the Fifteenth and Eighteenth. It was a truly 
gutsy performance as he knew he had to finish 3, 3 to win but 
at the difficult Seventeenth could only manage a four. Dai was 
now 48 years of age and the ‘61 Open would prove to be his last 
serious challenge for the one prize he coveted above all else. 
However, he was far from finished with tournament golf. Later 
the same year he captained the Ryder Cup team and won one 
of his foursome matches partnering Ken Bousfield and won 
both his singles matches beating Doug Ford and Jay Herbert. 
He was runner up in the Matchplay in 1967 and 1969 and at the 
age of 60 came second in the Martini tournament. These fine 
performances, coming at a time when many are contemplating 
a cosy retirement are a tribute to Dai’s attention to his physical 
fitness. An avid Arsenal fan, he would attend home matches 
whenever possible and he also trained at Arsenal FC.
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Irish Musings
by John Hanna

Writing in Golfing dated February 1914 
under the heading Men of Genius Captain CK 
Hutchinson wrote “Of the younger generation 
there is no more promising player than Mr L O 

Munn, who is indubitably the finest golfer that Ireland has yet 
produced. To win the Irish Championship three times running 
is a great feat, and stamps him as possessing not only skill, but 
also the temperament of a great match player.”

Was this man the greatest Irish amateur golfer? In this day 
and age where every encouragement is given to young people in 
their chosen sport we have become accustomed to very young 
sportsmen, both male and female, achieving great things. Golf 
is certainly no exception where we have local national heroes 
such as Rory McIlroy, the youngest-ever US Champion, and last 
year a seventeen year old girl, Lauren Taylor, won the British 
Ladies’ Amateur Championship. Back in the early part of the 
last century attitudes towards young people were quite different, 
especially in golf clubs. So to find a teenager representing his 
province was quite exceptional, but then exceptional would be 
a word to describe the golfing record of Lionel Munn.

According to the Census of 1911 Lionel’s father was Alfred 
Moore Munn, who was born in 1851. He was married to Blanche 
Oulton Munn who was three years older, and had been born in 
Dublin. They had two sons, Alfred Peter Alexander Moore, who 
was born in 1883, and Lionel Oulton, who was born in 1887. As an 
indication of the type of family in which Lionel was raised, and 
the way of life at the time, the census also shows three servants, 
one Church of Ireland and two Roman Catholics. The address 
of the house was 17 Shantallow, Liberties, Lower Londonderry. 

In 1904 Alfred Moore Munn was Clerk of the Crown 
and Peace for the City and County of Londonderry, Prior to 
1924 a Clerk of the Crown and Peace in each county main-
tained the records of the County Court (Court of Quarter 
Sessions), as well as the records of the Assizes (see below). 
The Clerk of the Crown and Peace was also responsible 
for keeping the records of the Grand Jury, the functions of 
which body were administrative and financial as well as 
legal. Alfred Moore Munn wrote a book on the place names 
of the parishes and town lands of the County of Londonderry 

Early Beginnings
Lionel Oulton Munn was born in Londonderry on the 4th 
May 1887. He began his golf at the North-West Golf Club at 
Lisfannon in County Donegal. His family probably holidayed 
there. He won his first competition at the Club when he was 
aged just 10. He made great progress over the next few years 
and by the time he was eighteen he was representing Ulster in 
the Senior Inter-provincial matches in 1906. Lionel had been 
a boarder at St Columba’s College at Rathfarnam near Dublin, 
and he proceeded from there to study at Trinity College Dublin. 
At university Lionel played rugby and was a three-quarter on 
the Trinity Rugby XV during 1910 and 1911. He played virtually 
no golf during the rugby season of 1910. However later in the 
same year he played on the Dublin University golf team which 
won the All-Ireland Senior Cup for the second time, having 
won it for the first time in the year it was presented in 1900. 
He was also on the team which retained it the following year. 
Lionel Munn’s career as a student at Trinity is unique having 
achieved so much during his student days. Another reference to 
the quality of Lionel’s golf was in The Tatler in March 1913 which 
reported “There is certainly one man whoight play golf success-
fully against any other player living, and that is Mr Munn.” The 
reporter then goes on to say that Lionel would not be playing 
much golf in the future as he intends to work very hard. Soon 
after he was proposed and seconded for entry into King’s Inn by 
two of his graduate friends from Dublin University What about 
his golf after university? Lionel played in many championships 
and especially in The Amateur. On ithe 26th June he played an 
exhibition match to mark the opening of a new nine-hole course 
at Ormeau Golf Club in Belfast. His opponent was the celebrated 
amateur golfer Harold Hilton. This gave scores for the 36 holes 
as Lionel Munn 147 against 150 by Harold Hilton. 

Championships 
At the tender age of just 21 years of age Lionel entered the 
Amateur Championship in 1908 which was played at the Royal 
St George’s Golf Club at Sandwich. Lionel at this time had very 
little experience of golf at this level.  There was just a small 
Irish contingent and all made it through the first round, except 

Lionel Munn -another great Irish Amateur
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for one player. Unfortunately after the third round they were 
all on the boat home. Lionel set a record in the third round, 
which may still last until today. His match against C A Palmer 
from Handsworth, did not finish until ten tie holes had been 
played, with Lionel losing on the 28th hole. Charles Palmer had 
lost the 1907 final at St Andrews to the great John Ball by 6 
and 4.  In The Amateur the following year Lionel was again 
entered to play at Muirfield in May. The championship at this 
time was played on just five courses which were St Andrews, 
Hoylake, Prestwick, Sandwich and Muirfield.  Lionel once again 
made it through to the third round where his defeat of the 1906 
champion James Robb raised hopes of an Irish victory. Munn, 
who at this time was entered from the North-West Golf Club, 
lost his match in the fourth round to Captain C K Hutchinson 
of the home club. 

When the Championship returned to St Andrews in 1913 he 
had another tough match losing to Willie Greig at the 22nd hole. 
In the first round he defeated Eric Georgeson of Edinburgh 
Western by 3/1. Playing Ronald D Robertson of Hendon in the 
second round Lionel won by 5/4. In the third round he was 
dormy two, but Greig won the Road and Home hole to take 
the match into extra time. It was not until the fourth green 
that the local man from the New Club of St Andrews won the 
match. In one of Lionel’s scrapbooks it is interesting to read a 
personal note hand written in red ink alongside the cutting of 
the result in The Scotsman. Lionel has written ‘Had to play 36 
holes without an interval and not well.’ 

There was then quite a large gap before Lionel played in 
the Amateur again. He was more successful in 1932 when he 
reached the semi-final at Muirfield only to lose at the 21st hole 
to John de Forest, the eventual Champion. Another marathon 
match took place at St Andrews in 1936 when he lost at the 26th 

hole in the second round to J L Mitchell of Prestwick. This was a 
unique record of marathon ties in the Amateur Championship.  
The nearest Lionel came to being the Amateur Champion was 
in 1937 when he reached the final at Sandwich. Now aged 50 he 

Lionel’s hand written records from 1910 Portmarnock, winners of Leinster Senior Cup 1914. Munn front L

was defeated by just 3 and 2 by Robert Sweeny Jun. of Pasadena, 
California. Strangely Munn entered the Championship rep-
resenting Royal St Georges and Sweeny from the Royal and 
Ancient. Despite not being as active in the game as he was in 
his heyday he used his local knowledge to great effect, according 
to the late John Behrend in his book, The Amateur. knowledge 
to great effect, according to the late John Behrend in his book, 
The Amateur. There was only one stroke in the morning round 
and by the fifth hole Munn had taken the lead but managed to 
lose the next two and never quite recovered. 

Irish Championships
It was in the Irish Championships where Lionel Munn had 
an unbelievable record. The 1908 Close Championship was 
played at Portmarnock and Lionel defeated A B Babington in 
the final by 10/9. His fellow Trinity student A H Patterson won 
the following year. In 1910 Lionel reached the final losing to 
J F Jameson, another Trinity graduate. In 1911 Lionel won the 
second of his four Close Championships. This championship 
was played at Royal Portrush and when Lionel reached the final 
he defeated H A Boyd of Portmarnock by 7/6. At Castlerock 
in 1912 the Champion was A H Craig of Fortwilliam.. Lionel’s 
third win was in 1913 in the Championship at Portmarnock, 
when his opponent in the final was once again H A Boyd, who 
lost this time by 6 and 5. In 1914 at Hermitage Golf Club it was 
Francis, Sixth Earl of Annesley, whose family were the landlords 
of the Royal County Down Golf Club, who played Lionel in 
the final. Munn won this final by the largest margin, 10/8. It 
seemed he had an ability to completely control his opponents 
in match-play. 

Irish musings 
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the first two rounds.
On the outbreak of the Great War Lionel, like many other 

Irish men, was quick to take his place in the conflict and was 
enlisted as a Lieutenant in the 11th Inniskillings departing for 
the front in 1915. He is just another of the many great golfers 
whose career was interrupted by the Great War. He virtually 
gave up the game from 1914 until 1930. Not much is known 
of his movements during this period but he appeared to live 
for awhile in Belgium and in 1931 he won the Belgian Amateur 
Championship at Le Zoute Golf Club defeating P Boddington 
by 7/6. The following year he defended the Championship and 
defeated M Ricardo at Spa Golf Club. At some time in the 1930s 
when Lionel was out for a quiet few holes at at Deal he was 
asked to pose for a photograph on the 14th tee. This he did, with 
cigarette in his mouth, and promptly had a ‘hole in one’. This was 
the first occasion on which this had ever been photographed.

After a long and distinguished golfing career Lionel decided 
to retire to Killarney. Munn died on 25 October 1958 at his 
home in Killarney at 71 years of age. At an auction shortly 
after his death in the late 1950s the replica of his Irish Open 
Championship trophy, which he had won at Royal Dublin in 
1909, was purchased by Dr William O’Sullivan.

Lionel Munn was described as a careful, methodical player 
who weighed up each shot before playing it and his strengths 
lay in his long drives and deadly putting. When 1939 JP 
Rooney’s Blue Book appeared he was an Honorary Member 
of Portrush, Castlerock, Lahinch, Island, Portmarnock and 
North-West Golf Clubs. According to the Golfer’s Handbook 
in 1947, when living in Kent, Lionel was a member of Royal 
Cinque Ports, Prince’s and Royal St George’s Golf Clubs. He 
played in the Coronation Match of 1911 and 1937 and won the 
Borough of Deal Cup in 1933, the Lord Warden Cup in three 
consecutive years from 1936. He won Prince of Wales Cup 
at Prince’s Sandwich in 1936, and was runner-up in 1932 His 
address at this time was the Old Court House, Nonington, 
Dover. By this time he had added Honorary Memberships 
of Royal Dublin, Malahide, The Island and Portstewart.

His record in the Irish Open Championship was equally as 
impressive, winning it in three consecutive years, in 1909, 1910, 
and 1911.In 1911 he won both the Open and the Close Amateur 
Championships of Ireland becoming the first of only a few to do 
so. At Dollymount in 1909 he defeated R Garson of Troon by 2 
up in the final. When the Irish Open Amateur Championship 
was played at Royal Portrush in 1910 there were 160 entrants of 
which 60 were Scots. Lionel Munn defeated Gordon Lockhart 
of Prestwick St Nicholas by 9 and 7 at Royal Portrush. In the 
stroke play event preceding the Championship Lionel won the 
best gross with a 77. The following year the Championship was 
played at Portmarnock and Lionel defeated the Hon Michael 
Scott by 7 and 6. He also won the scratch and nett prizes in 
the strokeplay event which preceded the Championship with 
scores of 74 gross, 78 nett. He continued his winning ways in 
1912 in this competition by finishing tied for the 2nd gross prize 
with a score of 81 while playing off a handicap of +4.  Going for 
his fourth win in a row Lionel reached the semi-final where his 
opponent was the golfer he had defeated two years previously 
in the final, Gordon Lockhart. Lockhart prevailed this time 
and then went on to defeat P G Jenkins of Troon. Jenkins was 
completely overwhelmed by Lockhart, the latter winning by an 
11/9 margin. This must surely be a record for a win in an Irish 
Championship. Irish Life while congratulating Mr Lockhart did 
the same for Lionel Munn saying “We congratulate Lionel Munn 
for his brilliant fight against exceptional odds. The Irishman’s 
reputation is enhanced rather than belittled.”  At this time sell-
ing sweeps were still permitted and the same magazine stated 
that Mr C A Palmer bought all the likely winners in the selling 
sweeps but how much did he make out of his investment of over 
100 pounds?  . 

Lionel Munn qualified to play in the Open Championship 
on two occasions. The first was at Royal St George’s in 1911 when 
his scores were 78, 76, 83, 88 for a total of 320 and 41st place. In 
1932 he played at Prince’s Golf Club, Sandwich where he fared 
better scoring 74, 75, 78 and 76. His total of 303 placed him in 
29th place. On both occasions he was in the top 25 players after 

The 1937 Amateur Championship Royal St Georges 
Robert Sweeney (winner) Lionel Munn (runner-up) 

Lionel Munn and the Irish Team v Wales 1913 
seated front row 2nd from left
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Founding of the european golf Association

Christoph Meister 
looks at the early beginnings of Golf in Europe

The idea of creating a European Golf Association 
embracing all national golf federations was not 
new when in August 1936, during an international 
golf tournament at Baden-Baden, a preliminary 

committee was formed to discuss this matter further. With an 
ever-increasing number of golf federations on the continent and 
in the British Isles it became more and more evident during 
the 1930s that some form of umbrella organization was needed, 
if only to avoid further date clashes between the international 
championships played in the different European nations. In the 
beginning golf spread slowly on the continent when mainly 
British and American golfers on holiday or working abroad 
brought the game to places like Pau (1856), Biarritz (1888), 
Antwerp (1888), Bad Homburg (1889), Dinard (1890), Utrecht 
(1890), Cannes (1891), St Moritz (1891), The Hague (1893) and 
Berlin (1895), to name but a few. The rapid increase in the 
number of courses in several European countries before the 
First World War gave rise to national golf federations being 
formed in Switzerland (1902), Sweden (1904), Germany (1907), 
the Netherlands (1912), France (1912) and Belgium (1912).
The oldest golf federation in the world is the Golfing Union 
of Ireland, which traces its origins to 1891. The Ladies Golf 
Union was founded in 1893, followed by the United States Golf 
Association in 1894 and the Golfing Union of Wales (1895). 
Surprisingly the Scottish (1920) and English (1924) golf 
unions weren’t founded until after the First World War, which 
was followed by a second wave of federations founded on 

the continent in Italy (1927), Austria (1931), Czechoslovakia 
(1931) and Spain (1932).

Back to Baden-Baden. 
As golf was not featured at the Olympic Games in Berlin in 
1936, the German Golf Federation invited more than twenty 
nations to play in an international golf tournament (Grosser 
Golfpreis der Nationen) in August 1936, a few weeks after the 
big event in Berlin. There Messrs Balezeaux (France), Court van 
Krimpen (the Netherlands), Lauber (Hungary), Cirillo (Italy), 
Svestka (Czechoslovakia) and Henkell (Germany) sat together 
as a preliminary committee after having received the go-ahead 
from almost every European country’s golf federation to create a 
European Golf Federation. It was decided that a meeting should 
be held in Luxembourg in November 1936 in order to finalize 
matters. On the 14th of November 1936 eighteen representatives 
from eleven nations came together in Luxembourg including a 
delegation from the British Golf Unions’ Joint Advisory Council, 
a significant element at the meeting. The committee had done 
their homework, preparing draft statutes of the organization to 
be founded. 

The representatives were courteously received by club presi-
dent Max Lambert and his wife at Golf-Club Grand-Ducal de 
Luxembourg, which had opened its beautiful course and the 
even more charming clubhouse only six months previously. In 
the evening the delegates were invited to the house of Gaston 
Barbanson, captain of the club and co-founder of Arbed, 

Delegates lunch at the 1937 Luxembourg meeting,Major P C Burton and Karl Henkell
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Luxembourg’s large steel company. Next day’s lunch was held at 
the clubhouse in the presence of Prince Felix Bourbon-Parma, 
the husband of reigning Grand Duchess Charlotte, giving the 
meeting a special solemn and official note. In this context one 
should note that the club played on royal lands gifted to the 
club by Grand Duchess Charlotte. After lunch it took only half 
an hour to agree on a calendar of national amateur golf cham-
pionships in Europe that eliminated any clashes. The rest of the 
time was taken up by discussion on the proposed statutes of the 
new organisation, ranging from how the federation would be 
organised and administered and the official language in which 
matters would be conducted to the extent of the president’s 
authority. One item was adopted without any need for argu-
ment: the Rules of Golf as defined in the Royal and Ancient Golf 
Club of St Andrews together with their definition of the amateur 
golfer would be binding.

Before leaving Luxembourg the delegates decided that a 
federation of all European golf unions was extremely important 

and that a European competition along the lines of the Grosser 
Golfpreis der Nationen or tennis’s Davis Cup should be set up 
in order to promote the game at European level. The promotion 
and development of the game of golf at a national and interna-
tional level would become the most important task of the new 
organization.

The long-pursued collaboration between European golf 
federations was finally achieved by the setting up of  the 
European Golf Association (EGA) which took place on the 
20th of November 1937 at the clubhouse of Golf-Club Grand-
Ducal de Luxembourg. Club President Max Lambert warmly 
welcomed the delegates (see panel), taking the time to introduce 
each member to the assembled company before the meeting got 
under way. First of all the statutes of the organization, which 
had been drawn up by the EGU in collaboration with Robert 
Cramer (Switzerland) and Karl Henkell (Germany), were read 
out and agreed upon after a small amendment to the clause 
relating to golf clubs representing a country where there is only 

Delegates attending the International Golf Conference Luxembourg November 1937
Austria: Hon Secretary Baron B Kutchera (8); Belgium: Hon Secretary H van Halteren (3) and C van der Straeten-Best (13); 

Czechoslovakia: Exececutive Committee member M Svetska (10) and Secretary Ing J Charvat (15);  
Germany: President K Henkell  (14) and Executive Committee member /Sec Ms N Zahn(5);  England: President Maj P C Burton (7) 

and Secretary Maj A W Lavarack (11);  France:  President Le Duc de Mouchy(17);  Hungary: Captain of the Magyar Golf Club D 
Lauber (16);  Italy: President M Cirillo (2) and Exec Committee member Engineer M Piovani (1); Luxembourg; President Golf Club 
Grand Ducal M Lambert (6) and Captain G Barbanson(4);  Netherlands: President Baron Snouck-Hurgronje (12) and Secretary G 

M Del Court van Krimpen (18);  Switzerland: Honorary President Robert Cramer (9)
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one golf club was made by Hungarian delegate Deszö Lauber. 
All eleven nations present then unanimously agreed to the 
statutes of the European Golf Association. The main aims of 
the EGA are to schedule national golf championships also in 
order to avoid date clashes, to undertake any action useful to 
the cause of international golf as well as to strengthen the inter-
national bonds of friendship. There was a round of applause 
when His Royal Highness Prince Félix de Luxembourg was 
elected Honorary President of the Association. Major Burton 
was then elected President and Karl Henkell Vice-President, but 
not before Burton had thanked Henkell for all his efforts in the 
founding of the EGA and his work on the statutes. As set down 
in the statutes the President then executed his right to propose 
an Honorary Secretary, Major A Whitley Lavarack, the then 
secretary of the English Golf Union. Thus came about the first 
umbrella organization for European golf, to be guided in its first 

two years (in 1937 none of the delegates would have imagined 
that Major Burton would remain President until 1951) by the 
representatives of England, a country with a fine golfing tradi-
tion and a great understanding of the fundamental principles 
by which the R&A governs the golfing world. The development 
of golf on the continent looked to be in safe hands. 

A further important matter on the agenda of the 
Luxembourg conference was the co-ordination of the dates of all 
the championships in Europe so that they are followed on from 
each other seamlessly. At the request of the Central European 
golf federations, Germany agreed to bring forward the German 
Amateur Championship to mid-August 1938 in the hope 
that foreign players taking part in Germany’s championship 
would then be attracted to competing in the championships of 
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Austria and Italy that followed. After 
setting the calendar the representatives of these four countries 
– and possibly Germany – agreed to organize a collective tour 
of British golfers around their championships. Plans were made 
for a delegation to travel to London in order to organize such 
a tour through one of Britain’s travel agencies. The inaugural 
meeting in Luxembourg can be judged a complete success, 
not only because a calendar of European championships had 
been agreed upon, but also because plans for the widespread 
promotion of golf internationally were made. Nobody could 
foresee that in less than two years the whole continent would 
be at war and that many of those plans would not be put into 
practice until after 1949.

Christoph Meister’s history European Golf 
Association  is covered in the Book Review section 

towards the end of the magazinePrince Felix of Luxembourg opening the GC Grand-Ducal

Mullocks Sporting Auctions finished the year on a high 
note with their first ever three-day auction held at Ludlow 

at the beginning of December. A wonderful effort on behalf of 
the team ensured a smooth transition throughout the three days.
The 2560 lots attracted buyers worldwide with the highlight of 
the  three days coming on day one when a rare 1875 Wisden 
Almanack hit a record high of £18,800 going to a private collector 
in Australia bidding online against a keen bidder in the room.
Day two saw a record number of rugby lots 937 with the 
“Dai Hards” from Wales staying the course for the full 
duration of the sale.The 3rd and final day saw the 700 lot 
golf section grossed over £100,000 with a record number of 
buyers in the room once again competing hard against “The 
Net” – hardly a club was left unsold with longnoses for the 

first time achieving a total clearance. Selling to high of £2800 
– good selection of artwork saw prices buoyant with John 
Blair golfing scene of Lundin Links selling to £1500, closely 
followed by F Partridge  “Brancaster” scene selling to £1300  
A good cross section of golf balls saw an Allan feathery 
sell to £2400, Forgan gutty £650 –  Golf programmes sold 
to £750 for The 1929 Open, Bussey Automatum bag stand 
realised £740,  Golfing postcards sold to a high of £260 
for 1903 Scottish Ladies’ Championship overseen by Tom 
Morris; and £240 for Tom Morris‘s Golf Shop in Manchester.
A good medal section saw an early Pau GC medal sell for 
£720. Look out for Mullocks next sale on Wednesday the 3rd of 
April – again well in excess of 600 lots and later in the year his 
sale in Pinehurst.  
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An early golf reference c.1648

Bob Gowland 
discovers an early reference to the game of Golf

Avery early golf reference seems to have been 
ignored or has eluded many British golf historians 
to date. Around 1460 a Scotsman, Gilbert Hay, 
translated various treatise on behalf of his patron 

William Sinclair, Earl of Orkney and Caithness.1 One poem he 
is said to have translated from the French was from the Buik 
of Alexander the Conqueror. The French edition he translated 
from was the Li Romans d’Alexandre, originally translated into 
French by a twelfth century Norman poet Alexander of Bernay 
from either the original Greek or Latin. Hay’s translation of this 
book includes the line:

And ane golf-staff to driff the ball withal 

Hay had fought against the English in France under the Earls of 
Buchan and Douglas, and after the battle of Senlis in 1429 he was 
knighted by King Louis VII. Hay lived in France for over twenty 
years. It should be noted that his translation of whatever words 
de Bernay wrote (the original twelfth century manuscript is very 
unlikely to be extant) to describe presumably an instrument to 
drive the ball – was golf. The instrument was probably a crosse 
(as in crozier, a Bishop’s crook) used in the early French game 
soule a la crosse.2 The word ‘club’ for a golf ‘stick’ had thus yet 
to enter the Scots language. Hay must have been familiar with 
soule a la crosse (soule as in chole still played in a local area in 
northern France/Southern Belgium3) a contemporary stick and 
ball game. He recognised the Scottish version of the familiar 
French game as golf. 

It has to be said that such a sophisticated game as golf, that 
we would recognise today, did not spontaneously arise, but 
surely was a development and improvement of one of the many 
stick and ball games that already existed, so that by 1457 it was a 
thriving game forbidden in the well known Act of this date. 

Golf, as with other games, must have evolved over the centu-
ries, and indeed continues to evolve even today. I can recall the 
evolution of golf from the late 1940s onwards. Clubs,balls and 
courses – in particular the teeing grounds, the flagsticks and 
bunkers, club materials and shape and the introduction of caddy 
cars, have evolved astonishingly (not always for the better). One 
has only to look at photographs, let alone old cine film and  more 
recently TV recordings to see the changes. Going back in time 
there was of course also a huge and well known evolution in golf 
due to the improving ball between 1850 and 1900.Was golf in 

Scotland way back in the mid-fifteenth century golf as we would 
recognise it? It is unlikely but of course possible. We might just 
recognise golf then as a shadow of our modern game.Sadly there 
are few references that enable us to guess at what golf may have 
been like and played in very early times. It is generally thought 
that golf was played by a small group of like-minded folk who 
would turn up at the allotted hour on a stretch of linksland, cut 
a few holes in the turf in arbitrary positions and play. We do not 
know for instance how one Sir Robert Maule in 1527 ‘exercisit 
at the gowf and often past to Barry lynkes’ (Carnoustie).4 Sadly 
there is insufficient information to confirm whether Maule’s 
gowf was a solitary, a group or even a team exercise. No doubt 
by regularly playing on the same stretch of land certain small 
areas became favoured for the hole. Not until the seventeenth 
century can we be certain that the golf mentioned is indeed 
golf proper, that we would recognise, but very likely in a simple 
form. In 1625 soldiers in Aberdeen exercised ‘in the pricipall 
pairt of the linkes betwixt the first hole and the Queens hole’.5 

For the position of holes to be so well-known, golf as we would 
probably recognise it, may therefore have been played there 
from the later sixteenth century. As a stick and ball game golf 
almost certainly evolved from other stick and ball games, such 
as soule a la crosse, or more likely a Scottish variant thereof and 
evolved into the Scottish national game. The c.1460 French stick 
and ball wording of Alexander of Bernay Hay recognised and 
translated as ‘Golf ’.

Notes
1. H gilmesiter. Golf on the Rhine: on the Origins of Golf, with 
sidelights on Polo .The International Journal of the History of Sport. 
Vol 19 No1 March 2002
2. Geert and  Sara nijs. The year 1457: Golf or Hockey? Golfika, the 
Magazine of the EAGHC
3. Geert and Sara nijs. Games for Kings and Commoners 2011 pp 65.
4. A J and James F Johnston. The Chronicles of Golf 157 – 1857. 
Privately published Cleveland Ohio pp 33  and 34.
5. Ibid pp 74
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Forbidden Pleasures

Dudley Woods 
reflects on early golf on the Sabbath Day

In 1951 John Betjeman gave a radio talk on the West of England 
Home Service on the subject of the Victorian Sunday. Looking 
back he said: ‘I think the first thing we would have noticed 
would have been the quiet. No wireless on, neither this 

nor any other programme. No motor-bicycles, no aeroplanes, 
nor motor cars. Silence so deep on a Sunday morning that you 
can hear the sheep nibbling if you live in the country and you 
can hear the church clocks three parishes away if you live in a 
town.’ 1 Not even an early motor cycle to break the spell. Citing 
the case of a typical middle-class Victorian family: 

a large one: eight of us including Papa and Mama. ... We put 
on our best clothes. An elder sister today will wear that new 
dress, for church is the place to show it. Younger brothers will 
be in Eton jackets, elder brothers in tails. And as we assemble 
for morning prayers in the dining room and Papa opens the 
Bible and the servants in clean black dresses and new caps sit 
in the chairs against the wall. 

Then off to the church in the days when, according to Betjeman, 
‘the Church of England was “respectable” and the other places of 
worship, whether Methodist, Congregational, Roman Catholic 
or Baptist, were thought not quite the right thing socially!’ 

Sunday was sacrosanct even for those on a less elevated 
social slope. For the Pooter family in the 1890s, lower-middle-
class life in Holloway was equally constrained. Inviting home 
the curate after Sunday service, Charles our eponymous hero 
was shocked when his guest ‘caught his foot on the scraper, and 
tore the bottom of his trousers. Most annoying, as Carrie could 
not well offer to repair them on a Sunday!’ 2 However, sadly for 
the Pooters and their ilk, it would be years before playing golf 
on Sunday - or any other day for that matter – became even 
a remote possibility. As Betjeman pointed out in the 1950s ‘in 
those days there was much class distinction and people in the 
wholesale way of business are distant with those in the retail 
trade and professional classes, apothecaries, attorneys and the 
like look down on any form of trade whatever.’ 3 However, post-
war Britain was changing at a frightening speed and eventually 
even Pooters played golf.  

In the time of the Preaching’
In the Victorian age Sunday golf was generally taboo. Perhaps 
it was a throw-back to the days of James II of Scotland, when its 

national pastime was often thought to have threatened a proper 
defence of the realm; and a decree issued that ‘fute-ball and golfe 
be utterly cryed downe and not to be used.’ In the Badminton 
Library edition of Golf, Andrew Lang refers to the popularity 
of the game and says 

this is proved by frequent denunciations of golf-playing on 
Sunday. In 1592 and 1593 the Town Council of Edinburgh 
contributed to the pious gloom of their country by forbidding 
this harmless and healthy amusement on Sundays. John Henrie 
and Pat Rogie, early martyrs of the club, were prosecuted for 
‘playing of the gowff on the links of Leith every Sabbath the 
time of the sermonses.’ At Perth, Robert Robertson suffered in 
the same cause, and sat in the seat of repentance in 1604. There 
is a seat of repentance in the town kirk of St Andrews, the City 
of Martyrs. I have looked on it with reverence, and sat in it 
with pious pride. Many a long driver, many a ‘fell’ putter must 
have consecrated by his weight this inestimable relic. The old 
Church, the Catholic Church, never persecuted anybody for 
playing golf. The early Stuarts, on the English throne, wanted 
their Scotch subjects to play after church but of course that 
was enough to prevent a true Scot from playing. What! Amuse 
oneself by royal command? Death sooner.

Lang then goes on to cite several other examples of golfers 
‘prophaning of the Lord’s day by playing at the golf ’ in 1621 and 
1651. 4 In 1599 four gentlemen of Perth had been rebuked at the 
Kirk Sessions for playing at North Inch in ‘the time of preaching 
after noon on the Sabbath.’  Often the main objection seemed 
to be people golfing ‘in time of the preaching’ rather than on 
Sunday per se. As Bobby Burnet reminds us, that same year the 
Kirk Sessions decreed that ‘who so if found golfing during the 
time of Divine Service shall for the first offence pay ten shillings, 
twenty shillings for the second, for the third be placed on the 
repentance pillar and for the fourth be deprived of office.’ He 
goes on to say that the low value of the Scottish pound relative to 
the English meant that the fines were trifling, but more impor-
tantly ‘the threat of excommunication was a terrible punishment 
when hell fire was a very real concept in many Elizabethan minds.’ 5 
Nevertheless, such restrictions were not confined to the game 
of golf. According to the professional historian and passionate 
cricket enthusiast, David Underdown, in 1629 the curate at the 
village of Ruckinge in Kent was charged with playing cricket on 
a Sunday after evening prayer. 6 By the next decade a puritan 
minister made himself disliked at Harbledown near Canterbury 
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by his denunciations of drunkenness and of ‘profaning the 
Sabbath by cricket-playing.’ 7 And at Chichester several young 
men had been prosecuted in 1622 for playing England’s national 
game regularly on Sunday evenings. 8

Ironically, national sports were rarely played on Sunday, 
the only day of the week when almost everyone had some free 
time. In Neville Cardus’s schooldays in the early 1900s, there 
was certainly no first class cricket on Sundays. So no sloping off 
to Old Trafford to see his heroes, Archie Maclaren, the Indian 
prince Ranjitsinhji, Fry or Jessop. Many years later he wrote: 
‘the Sabbath of my boyhood remained a terror’ and ‘small boys, 
even in the working classes were put into strange and restrictive 
garb.’9 He continued: ‘I would not go out in it unless dragged by 
force’ and ‘all Sunday we were suppressed, and sent to Sunday 
school in the afternoon, from which we were expected to bring 
home texts from the Scriptures printed on small illuminated 
cards!’ In any case, the great man was rather scathing about golf: 
‘it’s really sedentary middle-aged!’ 10

Undergraduate weekends
Speaking of Tom Morris’s childhood, his most recent biogra-
phers wrote 

there may have been one or two who felt that on a [Sunday] 
morning that was just too good to miss, a few holes of golf were 
worth the wrath of the Elders. But there would not be many 
and those few would be well discussed, much condemned and 
certainly decried from the pulpit the following Sunday.’ 11 

The Temperance Movement and the Lord’s Day Observance 
Society had been increasingly active in opposing Sunday sport 
since the 1830s. 12 However, as far as the Scottish game was con-
cerned, even in Victorian times Sunday Observance was by no 
means universal. In England Bernard Darwin often referred to 
club golfers – including himself – leaving London on Fridays for 
an entire weekend of golf in the 1890s at such popular places as 
Rye, Sandwich, Deal and Littlestone. Nevertheless, ‘over all the 
Sunday golf hung the shadow of the evening train to London. 
That is the worst of treats; the sands are for ever running 
out.’13And of extended varsity trips to Hoylake, Formby and St 
Annes which included the Sabbath. On the other hand many 
clubs in England were closed on Sundays well into the next cen-
tury. Moreover in Scotland, according to David Hamilton, by 
the 1920s Sunday golf had become far less common.14 However, 
things were apparently different in the Home Counties. Henry 
Longhurst – recalling with fondness his undergraduate days – 
spoke with obvious relish of playing for Cambridge on Sundays 
in the late twenties against leading golf clubs around London.15 

‘Birds don’t know its Sunday!’
With its introduction in the 1860s, lawn tennis was patronized 
by the Church of England and condoned even on a Sunday 
afternoon. In fact vicarage gardens often had fine lawns that 
were ideal for playing the game. The Honourable and Reverend 
R.C. Moncreiff, a prominent member of both the Worcestershire 
and Warwickshire Golf Clubs, even had a practice putting green 

at the vicarage of Tanworth-in-Arden. In the 1880s Lieutenant-
Colonel Robert Osborn, a much respected army officer and 
keen tennis player said: ‘lawn tennis on a Sunday afternoon is 
very superior to sermons!’ 16 and arguably much the same could 
be said of the Scottish game. He would often refer to tennis 
as precisely a ‘Christian’ pastime. The first Wimbledon Ladies’ 
Singles Champion in 1884, Maud Watson, was the daughter of 
the vicar of a Warwickshire parish. She recalled: ‘my sisters and 
I took up tennis in our garden. My father was a vicar and a very 
broadminded man for those days.’ If so he probably allowed 
them to play on Sunday afternoons. After all, the Wimbledon 
All-England Lawn Tennis Club sanctioned Sunday tennis from 
1888, but without ball boys. 17 Yet strict Victorian evangelicals did 
their best in rooting out Sunday golf; the Lord’s Day a time for 
quiet meditation, at best an opportunity for a little light putting 
on the drawing room carpet – for a man must do something – but 
otherwise found nothing morally objectionable about the game. 
On the contrary, the actual founders of many Warwickshire 
golf clubs were men of the cloth. At the time an apocryphal 
tale was going the rounds that a small boy gazing upwards was 
heard to say ‘Birds don’t know its Sunday!’ Victorian clergymen 
received a public school education and were essentially men of 
leisure with a prominent position in society. Like their fellow 
gentlemen with ample private means, they were able to enjoy 
their self-indulgent pleasures. Golf reflected Victorian social 
divisions. Many a local cleric, comfortable in his vicarage, paid 
a young curate a pittance to do his parish work for him; whilst 
spending his days following the hounds, playing cricket and 
enjoying the delights of the golf course.

‘In an atmosphere of partial peace’
Writing in 1951, Betjeman said he could still remember when the 
old North London Railway didn’t run during church time. He 
went on to say: ‘to this day Sunday services of trains and buses 
are different, shops are shut, licensing hours vary, cinemas do 
not open till churches shut and there is an atmosphere of partial 
peace.’ 18 It was often like that with golf clubs although there was 
no uniformity. Unlike the licensing laws in Wales twenty years 
later, in 1950 you might get a game and a drink at Hunstanton 
Golf Club on Sunday, even if you couldn’t at Brancaster! 
Bizarrely, and even as late as 1987, the Free Presbyterian Church 
in Inverness refused communion to a golfer because his club 
allowed Sunday play, even though he hadn’t played himself! 19 
Nevertheless, in a significant break with tradition, Prestwick 
Golf Club decided to introduce Sunday golf on its historic links 
in 1932. 20 That same year Leamington Golf Club in Warwickshire 
permitted play over the entire eighteen-hole course. Hitherto 
there had been an embargo by the tenant farmer over those 
holes nearest to the church! 21  However, traditionally, or at least 
until the 1980s, the Open Championship was never played on 
Sunday. Despite a crack appearing in the establishment edifice 
in 1970 – with the famous Sunday play-off between Nicklaus and 
Sanders at St Andrews – it was not until 1980 that champion-
ship play on the Sabbath was sanctioned. Arguably, commercial 

forbidden pleasures
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Oxfordshire vicar complained that he had difficulty finding 
choirboys, as they were able to earn seven or eight shillings on 
the Sabbath by acting as caddies. Was it any wonder, asked the 
archdeacon that children succumbed to such temptations?.27 In 
1910 a Leamington newspaper reported: ‘the question of Sunday 
golf is again being discussed. It is given, rightly or wrongly, 
as one of the causes of decay in church-going. There is some 
excuse, of course, for the man who has the full drudgery of 
office work for six days of the week and who wants to get some 
exercise on the one day on which he is free and there can be no 
more wholesale recreation than golf; but the leisured class who 
play on the six days might refrain from it, with advantage to 
themselves and their golf.’  It went on to sound a caution: ‘that all 
golfers should remember that no man liveth to himself and golf 
on Sundays is set apart. The clergy in the vicinity of some of the 
suburban courses complain bitterly that their Sunday Schools 
and churches are being denuded of boys and young men, who 
they say, are drawn away from the proper observance of Sunday 
to act as caddies.’ 28 

In 1914 the future prime-minister, Ramsay MacDonald, said 
in a speech at Leicester: ‘I think Sunday ought to remain what 
some people call dull!’ Three years before a Warwickshire paper 
made the telling comment 

‘if Giles goes fishing in the canal for an hour on Sunday he 
is treated to a lecture upon the error of his ways, but if my 
Lord Vere de Vere, though he spend all his Sundays motoring 
or yachting or golfing, will escape both the lecture and the 
reproach. Especially if his name figures among the liberal 
subscribers to his parish funds! Let the same sauce be used for 
the aristocratic gander as for the plebeian goose!’ 29 

It was a prompt and forthright response to a pastoral message 
from the Bishop of Worcester read throughout the churches 
of the diocese the previous Sunday! In 1914 a committee of the 
Caddies’ Aid Association was formed in Birmingham under the 
chairmanship of the prominent Handsworth golfer, Charles 
Palmer, to look into the employment of boys as golf caddies in 
the greater Birmingham area. Sunday golf or not, in a published 
report and recommendations it said: ‘there are only two clubs 
where boys are allowed to act as caddies on Sundays. In one 
other the regular staff are  allowed to be employed. It appears to 
us undesirable that boys under fourteen should be allowed to 
carry clubs on Sunday.’ 30

‘The growth of the Hebrew community!’
According to Marghanita Laski, even in Edwardian times the 
upper-classes were among religion’s most stalwart supporters, 
at least in outward and visible signs. 31 However, the belief that 
Sunday golf was strictly taboo was not universally shared by 
upper-class clubs throughout the country.  Addressing a crowded 
meeting in 1912, the Dean of Manchester said he had noticed 
people spending their Sabbath in amusement. Whenever he saw 
some of his rich friends in Manchester going to play golf he 
said to himself that they must be Jews, although he was frankly 
surprised at the growth of the Hebrew community! Sunday golf 

interests had finally overtaken religious considerations. Apart 
from the championship, a ban still exists to this day on the Old 
Course at the home of the game but for a very different reason – 
to give the overworked turf a rest. 22  

‘St Andrews on Sunday is a dull place!’
Sunday calm and Sunday morning bells; speaking of visits to 
the home of golf, Bernard Darwin said he liked to arrive on a 
Sunday morning. Even the dogs were not barking. Admitting 
that ‘St. Andrews on a Sunday is a dull place’, he said ‘there is 
the loaf down to the clubhouse, perhaps about half-past ten 
o’clock, and the sight of the expanse stretching to the burn, 
usually a crowded battlefield, now a green void.  There are a 
few members reading the Sunday papers in the big room’ and 
‘somebody suggests the lighting of a fire, and a waiter is sum-
moned accordingly. Gradually more and more golfers drop 
in, symbolically trousered and not knickerbockered: there 
are greetings to be exchanged and somebody proposes that as 
it is Sunday morning a glass of beer would not be amiss. At 
about noon or a little later it is time to go the orthodox Sunday 
morning walk, from the clubhouse to the burn, and not on any 
account farther.’ Moreover ‘that walk of the length of two drives 
and two iron shots makes us feel that we have deserved our 
lunch, and after lunch – well we do much the same as we did 
before!’ 23 He said ‘it is appallingly dull and that is what makes 
it so exciting!’ Nevertheless, the great man admitted that, for 
those in the know, ‘of this day of rest there used once to be a deli-
cious desecration. There was, a few miles away, a little private, 
Sabbath-breaking golf course, discreetly curtained behind fir 
trees, where we used to play one nine-hole round, or even two, 
with the minimum of clubs and the maximum of fun.’ Sadly, 
‘Kinshaldie is no more and has not left its peer. We have to sleep 
all the Sunday afternoon now!’24 Four years earlier Darwin had 
referred to that same memorable visit in the classic and much 
sought-after book, Second Shots, when he confessed ‘I am on fire 
for this eternal Sabbath to end!’25 He said of his pre-luncheon 
walk at St. Andrews: ‘The Old Course looked very good’ [and] 
‘there were many other strollers abroad, and not one of them 
so much as swung a sacrilegious walking stick. For myself, I 
took the precaution of going empty-handed lest I should be 
tempted!’ 

‘The mischief of the streets’
Elsewhere, even where Sunday golf was allowed, caddying was 
rarely permitted. According to Golf Illustrated in 1904: ‘the cad-
die is only too willing and anxious to carry clubs on a Sunday 
for, unhappily, he has nothing better to do and he is certainly 
not a church-goer!’ In fact he was not allowed to do so at many 
Midland clubs, although the magazine insisted that ‘the golf 
clubs that employ caddies on Sundays are really helping to carry 
out a beneficial work of social improvement. In those places 
where the caddies are idle on Sundays, the youths play pitch 
and toss in obscure haunts, linger round the public house doors 
or get entrapped in the mischief of the streets.’ 26 In 1909 an 
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was clearly a contentious issue on both sides of the Atlantic. 
Surprisingly, Benjamin Adams, a prominent New York lawyer 
and banker was arrested one Sunday in 1901 for playing golf at 
the fashionable Saegkill Golf Club on North Broadway.  Arising 
from a petition presented to the Police Commissioner by several 
Yonkers’ clergymen, it caused an outcry among several rich men 
who threatened to sever their connection with their churches 
and to withdraw the financial support on which many of the 
clergy depended! 32As a result of the agitation, one Sunday 
John C Havemeyer, of the multi-millionaire family of sugar 
fame, made an impassioned address on ‘The Desecration of the 
Sabbath’ from the pulpit of the Central Methodist Episcopal 
Church. Taking the line that not only were Sunday sports a 
violation of law and order, those who employed labour on the 
Sabbath were as sinful as those who worked. Astonishingly, 
however, that morning he had hired a stenographer to record 
his words and a coachman to collect him in his carriage! Such 
matters were not lost on the influential and affluent congrega-
tion. Moreover, in the 1880s it was generally considered proper 
to attend church at least twice on the Sabbath. Even twenty years 
later a mere handful of Warwickshire golf clubs permitted play 
on Sunday and only after lunch. When in 1911 the Warwick 
Borough Golf Club for working men was formed on a public 
common it was expressly forbidden to play on the Sabbath by 
its trustees. Yet by 1913 around forty percent of English private 
golf clubs had relented. Over the next thirty years it became 
increasingly acceptable – even in respectable circles – for men 
to play golf on Sunday mornings.

However, recalling his father’s day, Betjeman, that enthusi-
astic but unlikely golfer with his plastic mackintosh and stuffed 
teddy bear, Archibald, adopted a philosophical attitude: 

The Victorian Sunday was not just different. Those who 
remember it look back on it not wholly with loathing; some 
even look back on it with affection. Sunday then brought 
religion into life, even if it was only for one day a week and 
then rather boringly. Victorian children at least learned what 
the Christian Faith was; today most of us don’t even know what 
it is we say we don’t believe!’ 33 

In 1952 he reviewed A History of Golf in Britain by Bernard 
Darwin et al and said of the game: ‘it tests the nerves and then 
it soothes them’ although admitting it could be played alone 
‘which is how I like playing it best when the player can quietly 
cheat to himself!’ 34 Haven’t we all done that? And what better 
time than Sunday afternoon? In one of his most popular poems 
about Sundays in Cornwall, Betjeman writes ‘Even the villas have 
a Sunday look’ and confirms that ‘the Ransome mower’s locked in 
the shed.’ He evokes a scene of utter peace and tranquillity; and 
speaks of his father spending the Sabbath reading a book – ‘a 
Bernard Darwin on the English Links or Braid and Taylor on The 
Mashie Shot.’ But one shouldn’t be fooled, for ‘he was thinking of 
Monday’s Round!’ 35 How comforting it is to know that the poet 
and improbable golfer now rests in the peaceful churchyard 
of St. Enodoc on the Camel estuary, surrounded by Braid’s 
magnificent golf course!

forbidden pleasures

help Wanted
romford golf glub

In Darwin’s book The Golf Courses of the British Isles Harry 
Rountree painted our sixth green; I am trying to trace if the 
original still exists, and if so, its current location. I would be 
grateful for any help BGCS members may be able to give. 
My address is Heath Drive, Gidea Park, Romford, Essex, RM2 
5QB, tel 01708 740986.

Lawrie Kingsnorth
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Planted by nature - Altered by Man

Peter N Lewis
examines changes to the historic bunkers at St Andrews 1836-1879

The first major alteration to the Old Course at St 
Andrews was carried out in 1764 when it was reduced 
from twenty-two to eighteen holes. The next major 
landmark was the creation of seven double greens 

in 1857, but the work did not include increasing the size of the 
greens.1 This did not directly affect the bunkers but as will be 
seen, there had already been other changes to them.  The third 
milestone was the work carried out by Tom Morris starting in 
1867 and continuing through the 1880s.  He built a new tee and 
green on the First and a new green on the Eighteenth and then 
created a new outward nine by removing the whins to widen 
the course to the north with the new double greens but he also 
widened the course to the south.  He created both a new outward 
routing and a new routing for coming home. The cutting back 
of the whins to the north left the course without many hazards 
down the right going out and this was remedied by building 
about 63 new bunkers between 1899 and 1905.2 These works 
put the elements of the current course together. In its original 
form, the Old Course was much narrower and the routing was 
straight down the middle of the course going out and then com-
ing back.  This meant that the then existing bunkers were central 
objects on the course and with thick whins to the left and right 
of many of them.  Not only that, but many of the bunkers were 
much larger than they were to become by 1879, particularly the 
Cartgate, Cottage, Hell, Hole O’Cross and Cockle bunkers. It 
required careful plotting to avoid them and many of the others. 
For example at the Thirteenth, we are told that Allan Robertson 
used to play his tee shot with a short spoon and lay up before 
reaching the first series of bunkers, namely Nicks and Coffin.  
He would then hit another short spoon over the bunkers and 
his third from behind the hill would also be played with a short 
spoon onto the green.3 This paper looks at how work carried 
out between 1836 and 1879 affected the most historic part of the 
Old Course, namely what is now the back nine. In particular, 
it looks at how historic bunkers were removed or extensively 
remodelled in this period.  It also looks at how the widening of 
the course by Morris affected the way that the historic bunkers 
fit into the new routing. The changes to the most venerable 
bunkers on the course prior to 1880 have not received nearly as 

much attention as Morris’ work on the outward nine.  Studying 
these changes clearly shows a critical period in the evolution 
of the bunkers on the Old Course and confirms that even the 
most historic parts of the Links were not immune from changes 
starting at a surprisingly early date.  

Surveys of the Links
The earliest survey of the Links was carried out by Alexander 
Martin of Cupar and is dated the 8th of December 1821.  It shows 
the holes on the course but not any of the bunkers.  The next 
survey was completed in 1836 by W& J Chalmers of Perth.  This 
map becomes the starting point for our understanding of the 
detailed evolution of the course.  In addition to the survey of 
the course, the plan contains nine panels running down the 
side giving larger scale details of selected bunkers or groups of 
bunkers.The next known map appeared in Robert Clark’s Golf: 
A Royal and Ancient Game, which was published in 1875. In 
the table of contents, the map is attributed to the artist Thomas 
Hodge, but the plan itself carries a credit to W&A K Johnston of 
Edinburgh, one of the most important map publishing firms of 
the time. The plan itself is undated.  Clark’s book was published 
in 1875, so it cannot be later than that.  It shows the routing of 
the right hand side of the course, with the new first hole, so it 
cannot be earlier than 1872.  This means that the survey was 
carried out while Tom Morris’ changes to the Links were still a 
work in progress.  There were no additional panels showing any 
of the bunkers in larger scale detail. The next plan of the course 
was executed by the firm of Kirkcaldy civil engineers, Little 
& Boothby, and is dated June 1879. In addition to the survey 
of the course, they also produced an additional plan showing 
detailed studies of all the bunkers then on the course. These 
are contained in 23 drawings.  These three maps can be used to 
clarify the changes made to the course between 1836 and 1879.  

Bunker Changes in the 1840s
Changes to the bunkers on the Old Course seem to have 
been on-going since at least the 1840s. The R&A’s Cash Book 
covering 1843 contains an entry in January of that year which 
reads ‘paid men for filling up part of bunker at 3rd hole of Links’. 
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Unfortunately, it doesn’t tell us which one it was. The only 
bunkers on the third hole according to the 1836 map were the 
Principal’s Nose, Thoms Cow and the Cartgate group, so it must 
have been one of those. At a general meeting of the Royal and 
Ancient Golf Club on the 14th of October 1846 it was ‘resolved 
that, as certain alterations have of late been made in the Links 
by filling up bunkers etc., in future no such changes shall be 
allowed unless expressly authorised by a meeting of the Finance 
Committee of the Club.’ There is then an entry in the Club’s 
Cash Book on the 26th of October 1846 for a payment for ‘work 
on the Links, at bunkers’ for £2.9.0d.  This is a substantial sum of 
money and there is no indication of the type of work which was 
undertaken. Again, we are not told which of the bunkers were 
filled up.  Nevertheless these are extremely important references. 
They clearly show that more than one bunker was removed in 
1846. This in turn shows that the members of the R&A did not 
view the Links as inviolable but any changes regarding filling in 
bunkers had to be made in a controlled and considered manner. 
Unfortunately no minutes of the Finance Committee survive for 
that period, so we have no record of any debates.

Halkets Bunker (First & Eighteenth)
The first named bunker on the 1836 map to be filled was Halket 
or Halkets Bunker (see Plate One). This was a large bunker, 
which sat on the First and Eighteenth between Clark’s Wynd 
and the Swilken Burn. This bunker was then filled up at some 
point between 1836 and 1875. It is difficult to give a precise 
date as the evidence is circumstantial.  The bunker is shown 
on the Chalmers’ map of 1836. In 1887 James Balfour wrote 
his Reminiscences of Golf on St Andrews Links in which he 
compared the contemporary course to how it was when he first 
started playing about 45 years earlier, There is no mention of 
Halkets Bunker in his descriptions of playing the First or the 
Eighteenth around 1842. This negative evidence would point to 
a date around 1842.4 The R&A’s records would indicate a possible 
date of 1846. 

However, there is a photograph, probably taken by John 

Adamson, which possibly shows Halkets Bunker. The build-
ings shown in the background of the image would be consistent 
with a date of the early 1850s.  It is also possibly visible on a 
photograph from 1862.  This makes the dating of its demise 
very difficult.  It was a large prominent bunker and the only 
one on the First and Eighteenth, which makes it difficult to 
understand why Balfour did not mention it. We don’t have any 
firm documentary evidence for it being filled and we have two 
photographs which possibly show it in the early 1850s and then 
again in1862.  It was not mentioned in ‘The Nine Holes of the 
Links of St Andrews’, which was published in Robert Clark’s 
Golf: A Royal & Ancient Game in 1875. The poems were written 
earlier than that on the basis of a footnote added by Clark to the 
description of the fifth hole. The piece on ‘The First or Bridge 
Hole’ highlights the dangers of going onto the road or into 
the burn, but makes no mention of a sizeable bunker between 
Clark’s Wynd and the burn.  It is not shown on the W & A 
K Johnston map published in the book.5 In an article in Golf 
Illustrated on 6th of October 1899, it was stated that Tom Morris 
recollected that in his time two bunkers had been filled up and 
no new ones added.  As will be seen, there is no doubt that Tam’s 
Coo and Shepherds bunkers were filled in by him, so this would 
imply that Halkets had been removed before he started in late 
1864.  This could put the filling in of Halkets between 1862 and 
1864, but pending more evidence being unearthed, the exact 
date must remain something of a mystery. 

Tam’s Coo Bunker (Third & Sixteenth Holes)
There is better documentation for the demise of Tam’s Coo 
Bunker than that of Halkets.  The bunker was on the Third and 
Sixteenth, sitting just west of the Principal’s Nose (see Plate 
One). The bunker was mentioned in The Nine Holes of the 
Links of St Andrews in the description of ‘The Third Hole’:

‘Here, playing a good ball, perhaps it goes
Gently into the Principalian Nose,
Or else Tam’s Coo, which equally is death.’6

Balfour, writing in 1887, described it a ‘little satellite’ of the 

Halket’s Bunker would have presented interesting problems on 
the current first hole

Tam’s Coo would have been in the middle of the present 
sixteenth fairway

planted by nature - altered by man
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from the Club’s Spring Meeting on the 30th of April 1878. 
Captain Kinloch moved ‘that this meeting instruct the 
Green Committee [that] before proceeding to fill up any 
bunkers or otherwise materially to alter the golf course, 
to submit their proposals to a General Meeting’ and the 
motion was approved. There is a possibility that bunkers, 
including Tam’s Coo, had been filled in without a full 
debate on the merits of doing so and hence why Kinloch 
brought forward his motion. Based on the evidence of the two 
maps, the bunker was filled in sometime between 1875 and 
1879 and very possibly between 1878 and 1879.

The Shepherds Bunkers (Fifth & Fourteenth Holes)
The Shepherds Bunkers were located between the Grave Bunker 
and Hell Bunker, slightly to the south of them (see Plate One). 
There seems to be some confusion as to whether it was a cluster 
of two bunkers or a single bunker. The 1836 map of the course 
shows it as a single bunker but the more detailed side panel 
shows two bunkers, the second one being south-west of the 
larger one. The 1875 map shows it as a single bunker, so perhaps 
one had been filled in prior to 1875. In any event, the bunker or 
bunkers are not shown on the 1879 map. This would indicate 
that they were filled up at the same time as Tam’s Coo Bunker, 
between 1875 and 1879, which would also fit with Morris’ recol-
lection of two bunkers being filled during his time.

Unspecified Bunkers at the Sixth & Thirteenth Holes
Balfour, writing in 1887, stated that ‘two or three large and 
important bunkers have been filled up to make a double course’ 
at the sixth and thirteenth holes.8 It is not entirely clear which 
two or three bunkers Balfour was writing about. There are two 
obvious differences between the 1836 and 1879 maps. There were 
originally four bunkers in the cluster known as Cat’s Trap in 
1836. By 1875, these had been reduced to two bunkers, one of 
which was now called Walkinshaw. Balfour could be referring 
to the missing two bunkers from the group. However, a possibly 
better candidate is the Lion’s Mouth, which is shown as a series 
of bunkers on the 1836 plan but omitted completely on the 1879 
one.  

Sutherland’s Bunker (Fourth & Fifteenth Holes)
The R&A Green Committee did attempt to fill in a bunker on 
the Fourth and Fifteenth in 1869. George Sutherland, a member, 
protested very vociferously. Agreeing with Sutherland, a group 
of very distinguished members went out in the night and re-
opened the bunker.  So, not all the changes went smoothly.9 
Nevertheless, based on the known evidence, we can deduce that 
an unspecified number of bunkers were removed in 1846, one 
named bunker had vanished by 1864 and two named ones were 
removed by 1879. 

Re-Shaping Bunkers
Not only had a number of historic bunkers on the course been 
removed, but an even larger number had been significantly 

Shepherd’s Bunker disappeared in the late 1870s

Comparisons of bunker shapes: 1836/1879

Principal’s Nose and that it was now filled in.  He also described 
the combination of the Principal’s Nose and Tam’s Coo as 
‘ugly hazards’. J G McPherson, writing four years later in 1891, 
remarked that he remembered ‘old George Glennie looking 
sadly at the filling-up of “Tam’s Coo” bunker, as a knight of old 
would regard the dead body of an honoured and valiant rival.’7

It is shown on the 1836 Chalmers’ Map (as Thoms Cow) and 
then again on the W & A K Johnston map of 1875. It does not 
appear on the 1879 Little & Boothby survey.  This is reasonably 
good evidence that that the bunker was filled in between 1875 
and 1879. That date range is further reinforced by a minute 
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altered in shape.  This can be clearly seen when comparing the 
detailed drawings from the 1836 and 1879 maps and is most 
noticeable with the large bunkers on the Links (see Plate Two). 
Cartgate Bunker became narrower and more crescent shaped.  
Cottage Bunker was given cleaner lines, eliminating two finger 
shaped features and a satellite bunker.  

The biggest changes were made to Hell Bunker, the Hole 
O’Cross Bunkers and Cockle Bunker. According to the 1836 
map, Hell Bunker was a very large sandy mass, which segued 
into the Devils Pot Bunker at its south-west extremity.  By 
1879, it was only a fraction of its former size and a new bunker, 
Kitchen, immediately to the west, may have been formed out of 
part of the original Hell Bunker. 

The Hole O’Cross Bunkers consisted of two large, irregularly 
shaped bunkers, one just to the west of the other.  According to 
the 1879 map, the more easterly of the two was reduced in width.  
The westerly one was largely removed with only fragments, 
forming small bunkers, still in evidence.  A similar modifica-
tion had taken place at Cockle Bunker.  It had been effectively 
deconstructed by reducing it in size and leaving fragments of 
the original as small satellite bunkers.

The Lions Mouth (Sixth & Thirteenth Holes)
There is something of a mystery in relation to the changes to the 
Lions Mouth between 1836 and 1879 (see Plate Three).  On the 
1836 plan, it is shown as a large sandy area with four bunkers to 
the immediate west. It is not shown in any form on either the 
1879 map or bunker survey nor is it shown on the less detailed 
1875 map.  It is difficult to judge what happened between 1836 
and 1879 in that area, except to say that it underwent a change 
and at least four bunkers were removed.  

The Shapes of Bunkers
Whereas the 1836 and 1879 maps reveal the size and shapes of the 
bunkers on the Links, they do not give any indication of their 
depth. The bunker shapes in the 1836 survey are generally very 
irregular whereas those in the 1879 survey look as if an effort has 
made to form them into more regular shapes. The change from 
the natural form to the sculptured form is perhaps at the heart 
of the changes made between 1836 and 1879. The few known 
photographs from the early 1850s, before the changes, show 
them as very rough in their design and upkeep (see Plate Four). 
We don’t know what the shapes of the bunkers looked like prior 
to 1836. One should not under-estimate the importance of the 
changes made to the shapes of the bunkers prior to 1879 in terms 
of how they altered the experience of playing the course.   

Writing in 1890, Horace Hutchinson waxed lyrically about 
the historic bunkers on the Links:

This is the great excellence of St Andrews links – the artful 
planting of the bunkers.  Not, of course, that they were planted 
by any but Nature’s hand; but planted by Nature, one would 
say, with an obvious artistic eye for the golfer’s edification. 

The location of the historic bunkers may well have been 
‘planted by Nature’, but by the time Hutchinson was writing, 

they had been most certainly shaped and moulded by man and 
a number had been removed.10 In ‘The Nine Holes of the Links 
of St Andrews’, the entry for the 5th hole is entitled Hell Hole, 
which is about the terrors of Hell Bunker.  Robert Clark, as 
editor of Golf: A Royal & Ancient Game, added a footnote 
to the piece in which he said that: 

The above seems a little out of date.  Hell indeed still exists, 
but one’s ancient awe of it is much mitigated.  In the altered 
condition of the course nobody need go to it unless he likes, 
and even if the perversity of a drawn ball takes you there, your 
damnation is by no means so dreadful as it used to be. Time 
and disuse have, in point of fact, done for this fine old hazard 

Changes to the Lion’s Mouth

Adamson’s images illustrate the rough nature of Hell Bunker

planted by nature - altered by man
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what the labours of the advanced theologians are understood 
to have done for the other one. Neither is it now by any means 
the terror to evil-doers which I seem to remember it in my 
youth.  

This change had taken place by 1875.11

Widening the Course Impacted on the Historic Bunkers
In his note on the changes to Hell Bunker, Clark alludes to 
‘the altered condition of the course’. He was referring to the 
changes made by Tom Morris. The original pre-1872 routing 
was down the middle of the course, which brought most or 
all of the historic bunkers into play.  Andrew Kirkaldy in his 
autobiography wrote that in his boyhood that

Golf used to be played nine holes out and the same nine holes 
back, thickly lined on each side by whins that stood five or 
six feet high, so that the game had to be played well to keep a 

straight line, at the risk of losing balls by slicing or pulling.12

This was changed quite dramatically by Tom Morris.  Not only 
did he remove the whins to the north of the course starting in 
1870, but he also did the same in some areas to the south of the 
course.  Balfour wrote that on the Second and Seventeenth areas 
between the wall and the bunkers towards the corner of the 
dyke used to be ‘covered with thick whins, and was then quite 
unplayable’. Similarly we are told that at the Third and Sixteenth 

‘there used to be a thick bank of whins all along the left of the 
course by the side of the present railway’. At the Twelfth Hole, 
there was ‘now plenty of room to pass the bunker that crosses 
the green on either side of it and at the Thirteenth, there was also 
‘plenty of room to avoid bunkers, both on the right and left…
and some of the worst bunkers not played over at all.’ Again, at 
the Fifthteenth, he felt that ‘now the hole can be played to the 
left or right without much risk.’13  

The new routing is marked on the 1875 map for both the 
outward and inward nine. It is clear that the line of play was 
further to the south between the Twelfth and Seventeenth holes. 
This change in the routing had a direct effect on many of the 
historic bunkers, as it was now possible to skirt around them 
when coming home (see Plate Five).This was made easier by 
the fact that the largest bunkers had all been reduced in size. 
This did not go unnoticed by contemporary writers. Balfour was 
particularly upset by the changes to the Fifth and Fourteenth 
Holes.  Regarding the Fifth, he wrote that: 

This hole is more altered than any other on the Links and 
sadly destroyed…Altogether, this used to be the finest golfing 
hole, certainly on the Links, and probably in the world.  There 
were beautiful lies when the play was correct, very difficult 
hazards, and a perfect putting-green.  Now the play is quite 
different.  

Playing it coming home as the Fourteenth, he felt that:

The long hole home, like the long hole out, has been entirely 
changed.  The big yawning bunker in front of the tee, that was 
ready to catch a topped ball and to hold it, is almost entirely 
avoided, while the “Beardies”, where so many balls used to be 
kidnapped, and from which escape was not always made with 
the loss of only one stroke, are never looked at. …the play 
is on the low ground to the left of the Elysian Fields, thus 
crossing the bunker diagonally. This line used to be absolutely 
impossible.  There are now no hazards there, or only trifling 
one. 

He wrote of the Sixteenth that ‘formerly, there was little room 
to pass the “Principal’s Nose” on either side from the tee, and it, 
and “Tammy’s Coo” beside it, were ugly hazards.’

H Thomas Peter in his Reminiscences of Golf and Golfers, 
written in about 1890, observed that prior to the new routing:

There was no “jinking” the bunkers. At most of the holes one 
or more stretched right across the green, while others were 
so placed as to be sure to catch a badly played ball. … in fact, 
the course has for long time been quite changed; and there is 
quite a new one on the east side of the old. Whins, and bent 
have been burnt and tramped down, and the bunkers which 
gave such interest in old times now scarcely form hazards at 
all.14 

He viewed the new outward routing as virtually a new course in 
itself and that the home nine had also been affected by the new 
routing. All of this is confirmation that the new routing gave 
players options to be able to get round the flanks of the historic 
bunkers both going out and coming in.  

J G McPherson, writing in 1891, was quite scathing about the 
new routing and wrote that:Routing changes before 1875
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The Links, over which thousands have won their laurels, 
and which ever retain their dear associations are not what 
they were thirty years ago.  The reminiscences of that time 
come up to our mind with an ever-gladdening glow.  But 
the historical link has been snapped.  As to old wranglers of 
Cambridge the historical connection of that brilliant struggle 
in pure reasoning has been severed with a heartrending shock 
by the new system, which seems only to delight in change, so 
to old golfers at St Andrews the connecting bond of historical 
rivalry has been ruthlessly severed by fashionable committees 
and increasing numbers.  

He went on to ask ‘where now is the nervous danger of crossing 
“Hell” on to the Elysian Fields?  Where the sure punishment of 
the “Beardies” for a missed stroke? Both are left as historical 
terrors; no one now requires to risk them.’ McPherson’s first 
question pertained to the outward nine, but the second was 
applicable to both the inward and outward holes. Balfour, Peter 
and McPherson all harked back to a golden age of their youth, 
when they thought the course was a better, truer test of golf with 
the historic bunkers in the line of play going out and coming 
in. They recognised that changes had in part been driven by 
the increasing popularity of the course but McPherson felt that 
‘fashionable committees’ of the R&A had a lot to answer for.

Playing the Course in Reverse
All of the descriptions above apply to the right hand routing 
which was introduced in 1872 and always used as the medal 
course by the R&A.  However, the course was regularly played 
in reverse. J O F Morris in his article in the 1887-1888 Golfing 
Annual concluded by saying ‘it may be stated that the holes are 
shifted every week from one side to the other, the consequence 
being that one week you go out by the left and the next week by 
the right.’ H S C Everard, writing in Golf on 19th of September 
1890 reiterated this: 

The course is varied week by week by going out on the right 
hand side, returning on the left, and vice versa, the white flags 
indicating the out-going, the red the home-coming holes.  In 
point of difficulty there is but little to choose between the two, 
though it is generally thought that the holes on the right are 
slightly easier of negotiation than the others.  

The 1898 Book of St Andrews Links stated that ‘the plan in this 
book shows the outgoing holes on the right-hand side of the 
course (the Medal Course), but the route is usually varied 
weekly. During one week the outgoing route will be on the 
right-hand side; during the next week it will follow the left-
hand side.’ It is easy to assume that playing the left hand routing 
meant that golfers would experience the old front nine, before 
the changes had been made by Tom Morris.  However, this 
assumption does not take into account the impact of the course 
being wider to the south than it had been previously.  This is 
reflected in the guide for playing the left hand routing in the 
Book of St Andrews Links.  It was recommended to play the 
Second, Third, Fourth and Fifth Holes to the left. The course 
continued to be played with weekly alternating routing until 
1904.15 Whether one played the right hand or left hand course, 

it was possible to avoid the historic bunkers by taking advantage 
of the wider routing to the north and south. 

Conclusion
The most venerable part of the Links, the original nine-hole 
routing out and back, underwent significant changes between 
1836 and 1879 with the course being widened to the north and 
south along with bunkers being removed and many re-shaped.  
The bunkers took on a more sculpted appearance, at least on 
paper, which was a very significant change.  The major bunkers 
on the course, Cartgate, Cottage, Hell, Hole O’Cross and Cockle 
were much reduced in size as well as being given more regular 
lines.  Three historic, named bunkers on the 1836 map, Halkets, 
Shepherds and Tam’s Coo had been filled in. The Lions Mouth 
had disappeared off both the 1875 and 1879 maps.  

The widening of the course altered the line of play which 
impacted the strategic significance of many of the most historic 
bunkers, many of which had been reduced in size. Put another 
way, they were now smaller hazards and there was more room 
to avoid them. It is equally important to realise that some of the 
changes to the historic bunkers on the Old Course took place 
at a very early date and it is known that some were filled in 
1843 and 1846. The re-shaping of bunkers had been an on-going 
process since the 1870s if not earlier. The changes shown on 
the 1879 Little & Boothby map were but a snapshot in time.  It 
should be noted that the shapes of Cartgate, Hell, Hole O’Cross 
and Cockle bunkers had changed again on the 1896 survey 
by Benjamin Hall Blyth and had begun to take on the profiles 
shown on the 1924 Alister MacKenzie map. The 1896 survey 
shows two bunkers in the Lions Mouth whereas the 1924 map 
shows but a single one. All of this is part of the on-going story 
of the development of the Old Course. Reverting to Hutchinson 
in 1890, the historic bunkers may have been ‘planted by nature’ 
but between 1836 and 1879 they underwent a massive series of 
modifications by the hand of man.    
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by Carte Postale

the postcard page

The Post Card Page

It is generally accepted that the collecting of golf 
memorabila covers a wide spectrum of interest. Through 
the Green should be the opportunity to share with other 
members of the Society the knowledge and interest we all 

have in these many diverse subjects. There cannot be many, if 
any, fields of collecting where there is such a choice of subject. It 
may be possible to  maintain a few pages on this area of collect-
ing in every issue. It could be used simply to discuss the material 
contained in the postcards, to answer queries about a particular 
subject , or perhaps even as a medium for exchanging dupli-
cates or other cards which collectors need for their collection. 
It seems the collecting of golf related post cards is enjoying a 
‘high’ at the moment. Most cards have a value today many times 
more than they had a decade or so ago. Unfortunately not many 
other areas of golf memorabilia have had a similar increase in 
their value. Post cards reflect many aspects of the social history 
of the game particularly in the design of club houses, but also 
in the dress players wore, the caddies they employed and the 
condition of the courses upon which the game was played. They 
can also be very personal in that the collector may specialise in 
certain geographical areas, or even just their own course. It is a 
collecting theme which crosses many boundaries.

The first few post cards selected relate to the Old Course 
at St Andrews. Given the new cover on this magazine and the 
most imformative  article by Peter Lewis on the changes to the 
historical bunkers on the Old Course it is a topical choice. There 
are often cards which collectors and about which they would 
welcome  some more information. This is the place to put your 
post card along with your question. It is hoped that members 

A political game under the watchful eye of Old Tom

A fourball and caddies in Hell Bunker

This tee box must have shortened the first hole

Is this Dick Burton on his way to winning The Open in 1939? 

will support this page for the benefit of all of our members.
So try to send in copies of some postcards for the next issue .
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george houghton oBe 1905-1993

Robert Ruddell 
on the contribution to the heritage of golf by George Houghton through his work as a 

cartoonist, illustrator, painter and writer

George William Houghton was born in Perth 
Scotland in September 1905, the son of a barber. He 
spent his early boyhood in Sheffield and attended 
Dronfield School in Derbyshire, where he excelled 

at art. He was introduced to golf aged 10 being taught by the 
great Scottish professional Joe Anderson at Craigie Hill golf 
course. In Believe it or not that’s Golf! (1974) which describes ‘A 
Miscellany of 1000 Oddities, Facts and Personal Profiles’ George 
Houghton mentions, ‘Wee Jessie Anderson, a Scottish lassie 
from Perth, Scotland, was wooed with congratulatory telegrams 
from an unknown golf addict. Ultimately, Wee Jessie married 
the telegram sender, and became Mrs Jessie Valentine. Her golf 
record includes thrice British Champion, six time Scottish… 
she became one of the first British Woman golf professionals.’ 
In 1967 George and Jessica produced a golf introduction book 
together: Better Golf – Definitely!

George began work aged 19 as an illustrator with an advertis-
ing agency, for whom he designed the Polar Bear image still seen 
today on Fox’s Glacier Mints. However keen to travel, he left that 
job at 21 to illustrate a series for the Daily News called Around 
the World on a Five Pound Note. When that job fell through and 
having set off from Britain and reached the South of France he 
decided to stay. He took a series of jobs including working as 
a beach artist and a hairdresser (having bluffed his way in, he 
made a hasty exit after dyeing a woman’s hair the wrong colour). 

He also did a strip cartoon for the Daily Graphic called ‘Dad 
and the Boy’.Houghton’s reputation as a caricaturist grew and 
he began to sketch well-known people passing through France, 
including Winston Churchill and the King of Romania. One 
cartoon of George Bernard Shaw, which Houghton sent round 
to the author’s hotel, was returned abruptly with an amended 
illustration and the note ‘Houghton – you’ve got my legs too 
short’. Houghton later wrote about his experiences in France in 
the book Adventures of a Gadabout (1936).

He arrived in Paris in the early thirties and joined the 
Continental Daily Mail where he worked as foreign correspond-
ent, and under an exchange scheme spent a year at the Sorbonne, 
and the Ecole des Beaux Arts and while studying there began to 
paint seriously in oils and watercolour. He travelled extensively 
writing and drawing what he saw between sending dispatches to 
the Daily Mail. He covered the Spanish Civil War for the Daily 
Mail. For eleven years George Houghton lived in France and 
most of the time he was under-golfed. Out at Chantilly, where 
British racehorse trainers and jockeys had been established for 
years, he met top trainer Percy Carter. Percy announced that 
they should play a foursome against two of his jockeys who 
‘needed taking down a peg or two’. They won and Percy did 
some talking which got back to his Paris newspaper office. 
The result was that he reported his first big golf story. Aubrey 
Boomer and his brother Percy were the professionals at St 

Sandy Lyle’s win at Sandwich 1986 Houghton’s sketch of Walter Hagen
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Cloud. Aubrey had been chosen to play a cash challenge match 
against the colourful Walter Hagen. Hagen had won the Open 
Championship three times, 1922 at Sandwich, 1924 at Hoylake 
and 1928 at Sandwich, in addition to other tournaments all over 
the world. Hagen lost 8 and 7, after having kept the spectators 
waiting for more than an hour and arriving at the clubhouse in 
a taxi from Montmartre still wearing a white dinner jacket and 
laughing. On return to the office in Rue du Sentier Houghton 
worked up caricatures of both players and described Walter 
Hagen as the most colourful professional golfer of all time. He 
did more for golf interest in France during one visit than anyone 
in a lifetime. When Houghton sketched him at St Cloud Hagen 
asked if he would like him to sign the sketch. He was always 
accommodating to the Press, even if he was a bit casual with his 
timetable of appointments on the tee.

Houghton returned to England in 1937 and joined the 
RAF, eventually achieving the rank of Group Captain. He was 
the right-hand man of both Air Chief Marshall Lord Tedder 
and later Air Chief Marshall Sir Trafford Lee-Mallory. With 
the outbreak of war and being bi-lingual the intention was a 
posting to the French Resistance as an Intelligence Officer, but 
France fell and he went to the Middle East as a press officer. 
While in the Western Desert he set up a three-hole golf course. 
(Major Randolph Churchill, Winston’s son, strenuously tried 
to get it banned, but was overruled.) He served in the Desert 
Campaign in North Africa for four and a half years, and his 
diaries and sketchbooks were published in Cairo in 1942. The 
book ‘They Flew Through Sand’ which sold extraordinary well 
was converted into a screenplay and became the first play to 
be televised after the war, starring Kenneth Moore. Nearly 50 
years later (in 1991) the book was re-issued in London by Sean 
Arnold. When his Commanding Officer, Air Chief Marshall 
Lord Tedder left Africa to be Eisenhower’s Deputy for the bat-
tle for Europe, Houghton joined the Allied Expeditionary Air 
Force and was promoted to Group Captain. He was mentioned 
in dispatches three times and was awarded the OBE by King 
George VI. His personal assistant, Kay, became his wife and in 
his book Golf and the Stranglehold he penned the following: ‘For 
KAY who corrects my spelling, types the manuscripts, drives 
the car, carries my clubs, spots the ball, and helps me to climb 
out of bunkers.’

Returning to Hertfordshire in 1945, Houghton wrote a 
column in Men Only (then a more respectable publication) 
called People in the News, for which he frequently travelled to 
America, befriending such show business stars as Bob Hope and 
Bing Crosby. In 1952 while working as an advertising executive 
George wrote and illustrated his first golf book: Confessions of 
a Golf Addict. It proved immensely popular, and he followed it 
up with More Confessions of a Golf Addict 1955 and also began 
an annual cartoon calendar- The Golf Addicts Calendar. This 
appeared annually between 1952 and 1995. Bing Crosby was a 
G.H. fan and for years he arranged that 100 Houghton Golf 
Addict Cartoon calendars should go to golfing friends all over 
the world. Over the next 40 years he spent his time spreading 
what he called the ‘golfing gospel’ and writing a further 38 golf 
addict books (which have had worldwide sales of more than 

three million). They included I am a Golf Widow, 1961 written 
through the eyes of his non-golf playing wife and personal 
assistant, Kay.

Houghton wrote Golf Addict Among The Irish in 1965 which 
was an account of what he called his ‘Irish golfing Safari’ when 
he and the ‘Golf Widow’ Kay travelled 2000 miles and visited 23 
golf clubs. These included the big and famous like Royal Dublin, 
Portmarnock, Royal Portrush, Killarney, Lahinch, Rosses 
Point, Ballybunion; and also the clubs of the ‘Little People’ – 
Glengariff, Kenmare, Tralee, Spanish Point, Sutton and others. 
In 1967 Golf Addict among the Scots was George Houghton’s 
24th book on the subject of golf addiction. During his Scottish 
tour, accompanied by Kay, with her shorthand notebook at the 
ready they visited nearly 50 clubs which included St Andrews, 
Muirfield, Gleneagles, Prestwick, Troon, Turnberry, Carnoustie 
and Machrihanish.

George really started his golf travels in 1955 with a visit to 
America where he followed President Eisenhower playing with 
Ben Hogan and Gene Sarazen and Golf Addict Visits The USA 
(1955) resulted. The Eisenhower Trophy, the biennial amateur 
team golf championship was named after the President, who in 
addition to being a keen golfer, his other hobby was oil paint-
ing. With his wife Kay, his kindly caddie, George went to South 
America at Roberto de Vicenzo’s suggestion. Having just won 
the Open at Hoylake, 1967, Roberto was King. In his 45 year 
he became the oldest Open Champion since Vardon in 1914, 
when he beat Nicklaus by two shots. It was a sentimental vic-
tory for a man four times third and once second since 1948. The 
Houghtons were hosted in Buenos Aires by De Vicenzo. In South 
America, George Houghton made many discoveries including 
that early British railway men played golf in Argentina years 
before the game was born in the United States. The trip to South 
America also included Brazil and Uruguay and Golf Addict in 
Gaucho Land 1970 resulted. Some of Houghton’s best drawings 
were done in Gaucho Land, and he claims inspiration came from 
asados, steak grilled on an open fire. Golf Addict goes East, 1967, 
involved the Houghtons in travelling a couple of thousand miles 
and visiting over 50 golf courses in India, Thailand, Malaysia, 
Singapore, the Philippines, Japan and Hong Kong. 

George Houghton travelled the world for golf. He once did 
30,000 miles by air and car in the Far East. In 1977 he visited 
China to inspect where golf was once played enthusiastically and 
‘also to sow the seed that one day might flourish, reintroducing 
the game to five or six hundred million potential addicts’. He 
also travelled to Mexico, Hawaii, Spain, Sweden and where ever 
the game was played in Europe. In between he made the USA a 
regular visit. Houghton wrote books drew cartoons and painted 
landscapes. He was a painter of considerable talent, especially 
in the field of watercolours. He was however best known for 
bringing humour to the golf course. In a foreword to one of his 
books Golf with a Whippy Shaft, 1969 the comedian Bob Hope 
wrote: ‘In the game of golf George Houghton has discovered 
laughs’ adding ‘I can’t. Only tears’. and ‘The funniest cartoons 
in golf ’. 

In the mid-sixties George founded and became President 
of the Golf Addicts Society of Great Britain. For fifteen years 

George houghton obe 1905 - 1993
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he was an associate editor of Golf World where his regular 
Hackers Corner had an enormous following. In July 1963 
George produced an illustration for Golf Illustrated titled The 
GOLF INVASION at Lytham, an OPEN a sketchbook which 
captured the players magnificently. He wrote and read many 
mid-morning stories for the BBC and illustrated sporting 
books. His ITV play Watch the Birdie was put into production 
but was abandoned before completion, when Harry Weetman, 
the legendary long-hitting golfer and 1965 Ryder Cup captain, 
who was one of the principals, died.

Houghton had been Captain of both Letchworth and 
Worthing Golf Clubs and was a member of the R&A. In The 
Truth about Golf Addicts 1957 George very humourously 
recounts his trepidations when he was Captain of Letchworth 
Golf Club in 1953. He retired to Bridport and joined Bridport 
and West Dorset Golf Club and was a director until prevented 
by illness. He was the author in1990 of Bridport and West Dorset  
Golf Club’s centenary book Commemorating The First 100 years 
1891-1991. In April 1993 at the age of 87 George was summoned 
out of retirement in Dorset to produce another exhibition of his 
work. Many of the Scottish artist’s original cartoons had become 
highly-priced collector’s items and the new collection included 
watercolours, cartoons and caricatures of former US President 
Dwight Eisenhower playing Washington’s Burning Tree Golf 
Club and Winston Churchill visiting the British Army in North 
Africa. He also depicted Sandy Lyle when he won the Open at 

Sandwich in 1985, Max Faulkner after his Open victory in 1951 
and Walter Hagen in Paris in 1928. Other golfers included Jack 
Nicklaus, Arnold Palmer, Gene Sarazen and Cyril Tolley.

In the early 80s Seve Ballesteros was the hottest competitor 
in tournament golf. Then along came Sandy Lyle who headed 
the European money winners. Five years later he stepped into 
history books by winning the Open Championship at Sandwich. 
He became the only Scot to win The Open since James Braid 
in 1910. George Houghton sketched him at the 1985 Edinburgh 
Festival and the caricature appears in Golf and the Stranglehold. 
George brought so much pleasure to many golfers with his 
Golf Addict books and with his wit and eye for the beauty and 
humour of golf. Michael McDonnell in his The Complete Book of 
Golf (1985) wrote ‘curiously, no modern artist has bothered seri-
ously, or perhaps, memorably to capture the charm and beauty 
of the game. Only George Houghton, among modern cartoonists 
comes close to defining its eternal challenge’. He was a somewhat 
dour Scot and his humour came out more in his writing than in 
conversation. Nonetheless he did say to his son, Richard, shortly 
before his death that ‘I think I am about to hand in my card’. 
George died in October 1993 at the age of 88. He had a long and 
fulfilled life full of so many wonderful memories.

Joseph Murdoch has labelled George Houghton ‘the most 
prolific contributor to the library of golf ’ in The Murdoch Golf 
Library. Houghton’s formula was to create a fun and amusing 
portrait of golf in the 1950s, 60s and 70s, visiting clubs and 
recounting stories of players and courses. There’s no doubt 
this this approach, illustrated with simple cartoons, was a very 
successful one.
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Houghton’s extensive view of the 1963 Open at Lytham
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golf Caddies in the 17th to 19th Centuries

Neil S Millar
 provides an anecdotal review of the early documented history of golf caddies 

with an emphasis on golf in Scotland and caddies in St Andrews 

The word ‘caddie’ is defined in several early 
English dictionaries. The authoritative multi-volume 
text A New English Dictionary on Historical Principles 
was the forerunner of the current Oxford English 

Dictionary (OED) and provided the following definition of the 
word caddie in 1893:

A lad or man who waits about on the look-out for chance 
employment as a messenger, errand-boy, errand-porter, 
chair-man, odd-job man, etc.

A similar definition of ‘caddie’ can be found in earlier 
dictionaries, for example in Jamieson’s Etymological Dictionary 
of the Scottish Language (1808). However, unlike Jamieson, the 
New English Dictionary, in 1893, also provided a definition of 
‘caddie’ in the context of golf:

A golf-player’s attendant who carries his clubs (generally 
a boy or lad).

Somewhat unexpectedly, these two definitions of the word 
caddie that appeared in the 1893 New English Dictionary remain 
with identical wording, some 120 years later, in the current (2013) 
online edition of the OED. The OED prides itself in attempting 
to identify the earliest example of a word’s use. However, in both 
the 1893 edition and in the current online version of the OED, 
the earliest example cited of a golf caddie is from 1857 (the source 
cited is Chambers’ Information for the People).1 Unsurprisingly, 
there are several earlier documented references to golf caddies. 
Some are well known to golf historians, others rather less so. 

Golf caddies in the seventeenth century
The golf caddie, as a profession, is probably as old as the game 
of golf itself. However, the earliest documented instance of a 
golfer having employed an assistant to carry his clubs is from the 
seventeenth century. In 1628, James Graham, the sixteen-year 
old Earl of Montrose, while studying at St Andrews University, 
spent much of his time engaged in recreations such as archery 
and golf. His activities during his time in St Andrews were 
recorded in the detailed hand-written financial accounts of his 
assistant John Lambye. Whilst at St Andrews, the Earl is recorded 
as making frequent payments to boys for carrying either his 
arrows or his golf clubs. Lambye’s accounts show that the Earl of  

Montrose was something of a philanthropist, making frequent 
donations to ‘the poor’. Indeed, in a biography of Montrose, 
published in 1848,2 it was suggested that he rarely engaged in 
any activity ‘without bestowing something on the poor’. In 
addition to describing the Earl of Montrose’s expenditure on 
golf balls and clubs, John Lambye records three payments in 
1628 to boys who had carried Montrose’s golf clubs:

to the boy who carried my Lords clubs to the fields  3sh.
to the poor, and boys who carried my Lords clubs that 
week  8 sh.
to the poor and the boy who carried my Lords clubs that 
week 8 sh.

These payments for carrying golf clubs took place in November 
and December of 1628 and would appear to be the first 
documented examples of someone being employed to carry 
golf clubs. It has been claimed that these payments may have 
occurred when the Earl of Montrose was playing golf in the 
town of Montrose, but they almost certainly occurred when he 
was golfing in St Andrews.3

A second example of a payment for carrying clubs is 
documented in the account books of Sir John Foulis of 
Ravelston.4 On 3rd April 1672, after playing golf at Leith, Foulis 
recorded in his account book that he had paid 4 shillings 
‘to the boy who caried my clubs’. Several years later (on 17th 
December 1692) he paid 2 shillings ‘to the lad [who] carried 
the clubs’. One final early example of a boy being paid to carry 
golf clubs is a payment of 3 shillings that is recorded in the 
hand-written diaries of Thomas Kincaid5 (perhaps, the first 
identified disabled golfer6). The payment was made ‘to the 
boy’ on a day when Kincaird had visited Leith to play both 
archery and golf. Kincaid writes on 6th October 1688 that ‘We 
shott at butts and played at golve all day’ and he continues 
‘I spent 5 shill. for my dinner, 4 for a gove ball, 3 to the boy 
and 21 for my supper’. Kincaid does not state explicitly that 
the payment of 3 shillings was to a  boy for  carr ying 
clubs,  but  this  would be a  reasonable  conclusion.
As has been commented upon previously by others,7 these 
financial accounts (of Montrose in 1628, Foulis in 1672 and 
1692, or Kincaid in 1688) are, perhaps, the earliest documented 
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examples of payments to boys for carrying golf clubs. However, 
none of these use the word ‘caddie’ (or any of its alternative 
spellings; cadie, caddy, cady etc.). At first sight, Montrose, 
Foulis and Kincaid may seem to have paid rather large amounts 
of money to those who carried their clubs, particularly since, 
as will be discussed later, golfers in the 1700s are recorded as 
paying caddies only a few pence per round of golf. David Stirk, 
in Carry Your Bag, Sir? (1989), commented on the apparent 
generosity of seventeenth century golfers and speculated on 
why they may have paid ‘over the odds’. In fact, golfers were 
paying broadly similar amounts to their caddies in the late 
1600s and in the 1700s. Prior to the Acts of Union (1707) the 
currency of Scotland (the pound Scots) was worth only one 
twelfth of the pound Sterling (the currency of England prior to 
1707 and of Britain after 1707). 

The first golf caddie to be identified by name?
In Carry Your Bag, Sir?, David Stirk comments:

The first use of the word ‘caddie’ is in the account of 
Andrew Dickson of Leith, ball-maker and caddie (1655-
1729), who ran forward to mark the balls for the Duke of 
York.

This is potentially misleading, because Dickson himself does 
not appear to have left any first-hand account of this incident. 
Instead, we have an anecdotal report by Mr W. Tytler of 
Woodhouselee that was published in Arcaeologia Scotica: or 
Transactions of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland (in 1792, 
many years after Dickson’s death).8 Tytler reports: 

I remember in my youth to have often conversed with 
an old man named Andrew Dickson, a golf club maker, 
who said that, when a boy, he used to carry the Duke’s golf 
clubs, and to run before him and announce where the balls 
fell.

This second-hand account does not use the word caddie, nor 
does it indicate that Dickson himself used the term. However, 
Tytler’s anecdote was reported in both The Caledonian Mercury 
(on the 26th of April 1792) and in The Scots Magazine (the 1st of 
May 1792). In both cases these reports mention that:

Dickson was then performing the duty of what is now 
commonly called a fore-cadie.

It is highly likely that these reports, dating from 1792, are the 
first documented examples of the word forecaddie being used. 
It is also of interest that the word is said to be in common 
use at this date. Of course, as has been commented upon 
on by others,9 it appears strange that Dickson might have 
simultaneously been performing the duties of both a caddie 
(carrying golf clubs) and a forecaddie (identifying where the 
ball lands). 10 

It has been suggested that this may also be the first occasion 
on which a golf caddie can be identified by name. Legend has 
it that Dickson performed these duties for the Duke of York in 
what has been described as ‘the first international golf match’. 
It is said that the Duke, partnered by Scottish shoemaker and 
artisan golfer John Patersone, played against two English 

noblemen (possibly in 1682). The Duke won and his partner was 
rewarded handsomely. The story has been retold many times, 
but all reports appear to be based on an account that was first 
published in 1824,  some 140 years after the golf match is thought 
to have taken place. As has been discussed at length by Alastair 
and James Johnston in Chronicles of Golf: 1457 to 1857, whilst the 
story is plausible, it is possible that it is entirely apocryphal. 11  

Caddies in the early golf society minute books
An obvious place to look for early written references to golf 
caddies would be within the minute books of earliest golf 
societies. The earliest surviving minute books are those of the 
Gentlemen Golfers of Leith (dating from 1744) and the Society 
of St Andrews Golfers (from 1754). The first minute book of the 
Gentlemen Golfers of Leith has the following entry dated the 
11th of March 1771:

when a Golf Ball lyes half in Water in the Green, the player 
shall be at liberty to take out the Ball and cause his Cadie 
to drop the Ball behind the hazard.

The St Andrews minutes of the 27th of June 1771 state that:

the Cadies, who carry the Clubs or run before the Players, 
or are otherwise employed by the Gentlemen Golfers, are 
to get four pence sterling for going the length of the holl 
[sic] called the Holl of Cross and if they go further than 
that hole they are to get six pence and no more….. Any of 
the Gentlemen of this Society transgressing the rule are 
to pay two pint Bottles of Claret at the first meeting they 
shall attend. 

So, the Gentlemen Golfers of Leith beat the Society of St 
Andrews Golfers by about three months to the accolade of 
being the first to have made written reference to a golf caddie. 
From 1771 onwards, references to golf caddies appear with some 
regularity in the minute books of early golf societies, particularly 
in entries relating to the rules of golf. The general impression 
conveyed by references to caddies in the minute books of early 
golf societies is of a desire to discourage members from being 
overly generous in their payment or their treatment of caddies. 
This is illustrated clearly in the first minute book of The Society 
of Golfers in and about Edinburgh at Bruntsfield Links (dating 
from 1773). In a set of rules that were adopted in 1773, it is stated 
that:

No Golfer shall under any pretence whatever give any old 
Balls to the Cadies, if they do, they shall for every such Ball 
given away forfeit sixpence to the Treasurer.

The minutes also emphasize:
That no member of this Society pay the Cadies more than 
one penny p. round.

An entry dated the 18th of October 1783, in the 
minute book of the Gentlemen Golfers of Leith, states:

It was at the same time determined that the Cadies should 
be paid Sixpence only for attendance for Three Rounds or 
less, and one penny to be paid for each round more—if any 
Golfer should give more, he is to be fined at the Pleasure 
of the Company. 12

golf caddies in 17th and 19th centuries
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Caddies as messengers and errand-boys
In the 1772 novel The Expeditions of Humphry Clinker, by Tobias 
Smollett, it is mentioned that: 

There is at Edinburgh a society or corporation of errand-
boys, called cawdies, who ply the streets at night with paper 
lanthors, and are very serviceable in carrying messages.

Although this description comes immediately after Smollett’s 
description of golf being played at Leith, he does not use the 
term ‘cawdies’ in a golf context. It is clear that the term caddie 
(or cawdie, or cady, etc.), as used to describe someone employed 
to carry golf clubs, was in widespread use in the eighteenth 
century. Interestingly, there is evidence that the word was used 
simultaneously by members of early golf societies to describe 
those undertaking a variety of other menial tasks. This is 
illustrated by entries in the account books of the Gentlemen 
Golfers of Leith. An entry from the 6th of December 1782 
describes a payment to ‘Cadys for collecting 35 Subscriptions at 
6d each.’ This supports the suggestion, put forward by others,13 
that the use of caddie to describe a carrier of golf clubs derives 
from its more general and older usage in Scotland to describe 
messengers and errand-boys. 

Eighteenth century newspaper references
Handwritten entries in the minute books of golfing societies 
would have been accessible to only a handful of people and do 
not indicate that the word was in common parlance amongst 
non-golfers. There is, however, evidence from the late eighteenth 
century that ‘golf caddie’ was a widely understood term, at 
least in Scotland. As far as I am aware, the earliest reference 
demonstrating a more widespread use of the word, and also 
the earliest verifiable example of the word in printed (typeset) 
form, is from The Caledonian Mercury.14 On 28th April 1787, in 
an advertisement for an evening of theatrical entertainment in 
Edinburgh, it is stated that, during a performance entitled Away 
for Leith Links or A Golfing we Will Go!:

The Golfers will be dressed in the uniform of the Golf 
Club, attended by Caddies, with balls, clubs, spoons, 
putters, &c.

Caddies in the nineteenth century 
In 1807 the role of the caddie is described by James Grierson in 
Delineations of St Andrews. In describing the ball-makers of St 
Andrews, Grierson states:

These persons are generally great judges of the game of 
golf, and experts at playing it: and are ready, for a trifling 
consideration, under the name of cadies, to attend any 
gentleman who chuses to take the amusement. Their 
business is to carry clubs and balls, and to place the ball 

upon the tee, as it is called, or in the best position for 
making a good stroke at the first setting off from a hole. 
They are likewise commonly referred to, when a difference 
of opinion happens to take place, with respect to the laws 
of the game.

There are many instances where caddies are mentioned in 
nineteenth century editions of the Rules of Golf. For example, 
the 1834 Musselburgh Rules state that: 

no Cady shall be employed who does not carry a bag with 
moist sand or clay for the tees.

Also, the St Andrews Rules of 1858 decree that: 

parties having caddies may pass those carrying their own 
clubs.

This regulation (which remained in force at St Andrews for 
some 30 years) is of interest because it reflects a change that 
occurred around the middle of the nineteenth century. In its 
earliest days, golf was played almost exclusively by the privileged 
few and almost always in the company of a paid caddie. In 
the mid-nineteenth century, the arrival of the cheaper gutty 
ball helped to make the game more widely accessible. It was 
inevitable that golfers would, on occasion, elect to carry their 
own clubs. 

Employment of caddies in St Andrews 
The employment of caddies was not without its problems. 
Indeed, concerns regarding their employment are discussed 
on several occasions in the early minute books of the Royal 
and Ancient Golf Club of St Andrews (R&A). On the 30th  of 
August 1870 a meeting was convened of a Committee of the 
R&A that had been appointed ‘to make arrangements in regard 
to the Caddies’. Their recommendations are an interesting mix 
of apparent concern for the welfare of caddies and a desire to 
instill strict discipline. This is illustrated by the first four of eight 
regulations that were entered into the hand-written minutes of 
the R&A General Committee on 28th September 1870:

1. That no Boy under Eleven years of Age shall be admitted 
as a Caddy.

2. That Boys admitted as Caddies shall be required to 
continue their Education and also to attend Sunday 
School.

3. That swearing, intemperance, dishonesty and the use of 
improper or uncivil language shall be strictly prohibited at 
all times on pain of dismissal.

4. That all Boys admitted as Caddies shall be provided with 
a Cap, bearing the Club Badge which he must wear on the 
Links, so long as he is to be employed, and return to the 
Club, when he retires or is dismissed.

It was not unusual for very young children to be employed in 
Victorian Britain. The fact that the R&A specified a minimum age 
for employment of a caddie would appear to indicate a reasonably 
enlightened attitude to child welfare. Five years later (on the 
3rd of February 1875), the R&A introduced revised regulations 
concerning caddies and the minimum age was raised to thirteen. The Caledonian Mercury, Saturday 28 April 1787
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All Caddies shall be enrolled, none being admitted under 
13 years of age.

To some extent, this may have been a reaction to the growing 
political concerns in Britain regarding the employment of 
children, as is illustrated by the various Factory Acts introduced 
by the British Parliament throughout the nineteenth century. 
At the same time the R&A decreed that caddies were to be 
considered as either ‘first class’ or ‘second class’ and they would 
be paid accordingly: 

Caddies shall be divided into Classes, according to skill or 
age, and their services shall be rated as follows:- First Class 
Caddies, Eighteenpence for the first round and one shilling 
for each following Round or part of Round. Second Class 
Caddies, one shilling for first Round, and sixpence for 
each following Round or part of Round.

Some fifteen years later, the R&A was continuing to have 
problems with caddies. The minutes of the Managing Committee 
contains the following entry, dated the 1st  of September 1890:

Caddies.- As considerable inconvenience was caused 
to Members at the last Autumn Meeting owing to the 
Burgh School Board having prohibited boys of School age 
carrying Clubs, the Secretary was instructed to write to 
the Chairman of the Board requesting that the older boys 
attending their Schools be permitted to carry Clubs on the 
Links during the ensuing Medal Week.

The issue of the welfare of caddies was discussed again in 1891. 
A subcommittee of the R&A Committee of Management wrote 
to the Town Council to request permission to erect a shelter 
for caddies. The proposal was to build a temporary structure of 
10 by 21 feet as ‘a shelter for Caddies in wet or windy weather’. 
Some months later, the minutes of the Town Council record that 
‘the Committee saw no objection to the proposal, on condition 
of the Club agreeing to remove the shelter whenever requested 
to do so by the Town Council’. 

The 1894 St Andrews Links Act
In the late nineteenth century there was much debate about 
ownership of the golf links at St Andrews. An entry in the Town 
Council minutes dated the 8th of May 1893 make reference to the 
Royal and Ancient Golf Club and records:

the said club are apparently determined to acquire the 
Links on their own behalf and to make a private Golf 
Course for use by Members of their own Club.

As is well known, and confirmed in the St Andrews Links Act 
of 1894, the golf courses of St Andrews remained in public 
ownership.Chambers’ Information for the People provides a definition 
of ‘caddie’ but, in turn, cites The Golfer’s Manual as the original source 
for this definition. The Golfer’s Manual, written under the pseudonym 
‘A Keen Hand’, was published in the same year (1857).15 The 1894 
Act dealt primarily with ownership of the golf links but also 
represented a major change to the life of a golf caddie in St 
Andrews. With the introduction  of the Links Act, responsibility 
for caddies passed to the town’s ‘provost magistrates and council’. 
The  Act provided them with powers to make byelaws for the 
‘licensing, appointing and regulating golf caddies’. 

Prior to the 1894 Links Act, when the R&A had responsibility 
for the St Andrews caddies, the golf club had established a 
Benefit Fund to which it contributed and to which caddies 
were also expected to contribute. However, the Benefit Fund 
was wound up and the responsibility for caddies in St Andrews 
was transferred to the Town Council. An entry in the R&A’s 
minute book, dated the 5th  of April 1897, states:

Caddies Benefit Fund.- As all the Caddies are now licensed 
and under the control of the Magistrates, the Meeting, on 
the recommendation of the Caddies Committee, resolved 
that the weekly contributions from Caddies should no 
longer be received, and that the sums at their credit at the 
present time should be paid back to them.

In 1903, the Town Council resolved that ‘first class caddies’ must 
be at least 18 years of age. They also decreed that:

A second class caddie may be promoted to the rank of first 
class, for displaying exceptional merit and good conduct, 
and a first class caddie may be reduced to the rank of second 
class, for misconduct, breach of rules, incompetence, or for 
other sufficient reason, at the discretion of the Magistrates, 
as the licensing authority.

After their humble origins, caddies, at least in St Andrews, were 
now a licensed profession. They were required to operate under 
a strict set of rules that were laid down by the Town Council. 
However, penalties for infringements of the regulations were 
harsh. As has been discussed elsewhere, 16 a licensed caddie 
in St Andrews could be punished for a breach of the Town 
Council’s regulations by a fine of ten shillings or by seven day’s 
imprisonment. A new era for the St Andrews caddies had 
begun.
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Endnotes
1. Chambers’ Information for the People provides a definition 
of ‘caddie’ but, in turn, cites The Golfer’s Manual as the original 
source for this definition. The Golfer’s Manual, written under the 
pseudonym ‘A Keen Hand’, was published in the same year (1857). 

2. A complete transcript of Montrose’s financial accounts during his 
studies at St Andrews (from 1628-1629), as recorded by his assistant 
John Lambye, are transcribed in Memorials of Montrose and his 
Times (1848), by Mark Napier.

3. See, for example, Golf in Montrose (revised edition, 2004) by 
William W Coull, and also a ‘history timeline’ on the website of 
the Royal Montrose Golf Club, both of which suggest that these 
payments to caddies by the Earl of Montrose occurred during a visit 
to the town of Montrose. The three payments to boys for carrying 
golf clubs, as documented in John Lambye’s written accounts, 
occurred between November and December 1628. Other entries in 
the accounts confirm that the Earl of Montrose was lodging ‘in the 
College’ at St Andrews during this time. Later entries in Lambye’s 
accounts do indicate that the Earl of Montrose also played golf in 
‘Montrois’ [Montrose] but this was a year later. The three entries that 
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record golf being played in ‘Montrois’ are dated as either November 
or December 1629. 

4. The Foulis account books from 1671-1707 were transcribed and 
published in 1894 by Cornelius Hallen in The Account Book of Sir 
John Foulis of Ravelston (University Press, Edinburgh). 

5. A transcription of the text from Thomas Kincaid’s diary can be 
found in An Edinburgh Diary by Henry W. Meikle, published in The 
Book of the Old Edinburgh Club, vol. 27 (1949).

6. Kincaid refers extensively in his diaries to his wooden leg, which 
he describes as his ‘tree leg’.  

7. See, for example, discussion by David Stirk in Carry Your Bag, Sir? 
(1989), Alastair & James Johnston in Chronicles of Golf: 1447 to 1857 
(1993) and David Hamilton in Golf: Scotland’s Game (1998).

8. The report by Mr W. Tytler of Woodhouselee was published in 
Arcaeologia Scotica: or Transactions of the Society of Antiquaries of 
Scotland (1792). Extracts from Tyler’s report were subsequently 
reprinted in The Caledonian Mercury (on 26 April 1792) and in The 
Scots Magazine (1 May 1792). 

9. It has been suggested by several authors, perhaps originally 
Charles Clapcott (in Ancient Play Clubs, published in Golf Monthly, 
December 1934), that Tyler must have been mistaken. The reason 
given is that Dickson could not have simultaneously performed 
the role of a caddie and a forecaddie. It is conceivable, of course, 
that Dickson performed these two distinct tasks for the Duke on 
different occasions.

10. In Carry Your Bag, Sir? (1989), David Stirk mentions that 
‘Forecaddies were banned by the R&A in 1956’. This is not strictly 
correct. In 1952 a new rule (Rule 37) was introduced stating that 
‘The player may not employ a forecaddie’. However the term 
‘forecaddie’ was also defined in the Rules of Golf for the first time 
in 1952 as ‘one employed by the Committee to indicate to players 
the position of balls on the course’. This definition of a forecaddie 

is not substantially different in the current Rules of Golf. Thus 
forecaddies were not banned in 1952 (or in 1956). Instead, the Rules 
were revised to clarify that forecaddies were to be employed by the 
Committee, rather than by the player.

11. The story of the Duke of York’s match against two English 
noblemen is described in several early golf histories. It appears 
to have originated from an account published in The Rules of The 
Thistle Golf Club (1824). As pointed out by Alastair and James 
Johnston in Chronicles of Golf: 1457 to 1857, the same story is 
retold, with little if any apparent attempt at further verification, in 
books such as Laws of the Musselburgh Golf Club with some Notes 
Respecting the Game (1829), Historical Gossip about Golf and Golfers 
(1863) and Clark’s Golf: a Royal and Ancient Game (1875). 

12. As has been discussed by elsewhere (for example, by Charles 
Clapcott in The Clapcott Papers, edited by Alastair Johnston, 1985), 
a match might be two, three or four rounds of the five-hole course 
at Leith. 

13. See, for example, Early Golf at Edinburgh & Leith (1988) by 
David Hamilton. 

14. There are several sets of Rules of Golf from the eighteenth 
century, all of which are hand-written in the minute books of 
various Golf Societies. In addition, there is a printed (typeset) 
copy of the 1775 Leith Rules in the possession of the Honourable 
Company of Edinburgh Golfers. These typeset rules were presented 
to the club in a modern binding in 1934. As Cecil Hopkinson 
commented in Collecting Golf Books (1938), it is possible that 1775 
‘may well be the date of publication, although we have no definite 
proof of this’.

15. For a detailed description of the events relating  to the St 
Andrews Links Act 1894, see Champions and Guardians (2001)by 
John Behrend, Peter Lewis and Keith Mackie.

16. St Andrews Links: Six Centuries of Golf (2009) by Tom Jarrett and 
Peter Mason.

A Difficult Lie. A photogravure, after a painting by Heywood Hardy, 1900. 
Reproduced by kind permission of The Royal and Ancient Golf Club of St Andrews.
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Letter from Oz

The Australian Hickory Shaft Championship 
for 2012 was held at Carnarvon GC in Sydney on 30 
November. A field of 49 players took part. Golfers 
always enjoy themselves, but conditions were trying 

as the temperature reached an uncommon 38°C with very high 
humidity and little or no wind. Some wag renamed the course 
Carn-oven. The weather, however, is not Carnarvon’s respon-
sibility and once again the club hosted the players with a great 
course and a fine dinner afterwards.

Despite the conditions three players, Alan Grieve, Darron 
Watt and Martyn Black, tied after 18 holes with excellent scores 
of 78 each against a par of 72. This led to a sudden death playoff, 
which I followed and saw a superb display of hickory golf. All 
three parred the par 5 first. Then off they went to the 400+ metre 
par 4 second. Alan took the title with a par four, which Darron 
and Martyn just failed to match. The talking point at this hole 
was Alan’s drive. Alan has some power in his swing and he pro-
duced a beautifully shaped penetrating shot. Some reckoned it 
was almost 300 metres, but my own reckoning was comfortably 
over 300 metres. This left Alan with an easy niblick to the green, 
which cunningly left him a nice straight uphill putt and a tap-in 
par. This sort of driving could not be done by a lesser player than 
Alan, but does it tell us something about the modern ball?  

Once again Jane Buckley took out the women’s section with 
a scratch score of 101. I have to report (modestly) that yours 
truly won the overall handicap section with a net score of 70

The Doug Bachli Trophy, the premier event in the calendar of 
the Golf Society of Australia, was played as usual at the Victoria 
GC in Melbourne on 26 November. The winner was Kim Hastie 
with a score of 39 stableford points. GSA always does this event 
rather well. Vctoria GC is a splendid venue and the golf is fol-
lowed by a well attended AGM leading on to a cocktail party and 
a chance to catch up with old AGHS Members Tony Doggett Jim 

 Alan Grieve with the Trophy 
Photo by Steve Doorey

AGHS Members Tony Doggett Jim Glenday, Des Froneman 
and Norm Richardson. Photo by Jim Glenday.

Glenday, Des Froneman and Norm Richardson. GSA is getting 
more involved in hickory golf, as reported in the December 
issue of TTG, organising the National Hickory Challenge. 
During the 2013 Australian Amateur Championships (Men’ 
and Women’s) held at the Commonwealth GC, Melbourne, 
in January, GSA organised a hickory demonstration over two 
holes. About 80 spectators were thus able to see and appreciate 
real golf. I particularly liked seeing Grace Lennon, from the 
Metropolitan GC in Melbourne, in action with a graceful swing, 
apparently unhampered by a splendid outfit.  Grace competed 
in the Championship and was joint leader in the 36-hole quali-
fying with a 6 under par score of 140, sharing the honour with 
the world #1, Lydia Ko. 

The 2012 Australian open was held for the third year running 
at The Lakes GC in Sydney. The Australian Golf Heritage Society 
had its usual booth in the tented village, with a display of golfing 
artefacts and AGHS members on hand to answer questions. For 
me the highlight was a collection of about eight old putters of 
different styles provided by Norm Richardson. On the final day 
the wind became quite dangerous and play was suspended for 
three hours. This meant a lot of people in the tented village and 
I don’t think the AGHS booth has ever been so busy. Visitors to 
the booth bombarded AGHS members with lots of questions. 
The long-nosed and the Schenectady putters aroused most 
interest. The construction of, and stance needed for the long 
nose putters, and the story of the ban on Schenectady and other 
centre-shafted putters gave rise to good dialogues. 

While all this was going on at the AGHS booth the evergreen 
Peter Senior played steadily, in winds which were still quite 
fierce, even after the suspension, to win the 2012 Australian 
Open. These days 53 year-old Peter plays on the Champions 
Tour in America and seems to be making a decent living.
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The Father of Derbyshire golf

John Moreton 
looks at the life of the Reverend Foster-Pegg

David Hamilton’s essay on the influence of the 
Scottish clergy on the development of golf north 
of the border echoes similar events in England. In 
Ireland Diocesan Golfing Societies hold regular 

events. In England the similarities are less visible but certain 
individuals held great sway in their local areas.

An early golfing pedigree
One such was the Reverend William Horace Foster Pegg, who 
earned the soubriquet of “The Father of Derbyshire Golf.” He 
was born in Driffield, Yorkshire in 1882 and attended Malvern 
College and it is here that he may well have learned to play golf. 
In 1879 the headmaster, Archdeacon James, assisted by the 
Reverend Lord Moncrieff helped found the first course to open 
in the Midlands, The Worcestershire Golf Club. The course was 
on common land close to the college and the Archdeacon would 
often slip out for a few holes. The school had a fine sporting 
pedigree, which continues to this day. In 1905 Archdeacon 
James was instrumental in founding the Worcestershire Union 
of Golf Clubs with a Mr Thomson from Kings Norton Golf 
Club. Three names are inscribed on the County Union’s Team 
Championship Trophy. 

Foster Pegg continued his education at University College, 
Oxford where he developed his golfing skills, winning the 
Scratch Challenge Cup and the St Andrews Cross in 1905.  
From 1906 to 1909 he held a curacy at Sheepscar, Leeds and was 
ordained Priest of the Church of England at Ripon cathedral 
in 1908. The following year he was commissioned as Chaplain 
to the Forces, Fourth Class and served for three years in Hong 
Kong where he won the Hong Kong Championship in 1912. 

He must have enjoyed extended periods of leave, as Nisbet, 
1912, notes his clubs and handicaps : Oxford and Cambridge 
Golfing Society, Sussex Martlets G S, Bramshot G.C. (+2) and 
Aldershot Command G.C. (+2) . This is now known as the Army 
G C and as the Club is now in its sixth clubhouse, there are no 
honours boards bearing his name. His address was given as The 
Vicarage, Battersea, London. He held the course record - 74 - at 
Bramshot. His golf was then curtailed by the outbreak of the 
First World War.

Service
Foster Pegg was mobilised with the British Expeditionary 
Force on the 10th of August, 1914, attached to the 2nd Cavalry 
Field Ambulance based at Warley in Essex. His first mention 
in despatches and The London Gazette appeared as early as 
December 1914. He served for the duration of the war, retir-
ing on medical grounds in 1918, having been awarded a Silver 
Wound Medal. His demobilisation took him to the Parish of 
Edensor in Derbyshire, in the environs of Chatsworth House. 
He was appointed Chaplain to the Duke of Devonshire. 

County Golf
Foster Pegg was soon back in golfing action, joining Buxton 
and High Peak GC and won the scratch prize in 1920 and 
1922. By this time he was Secretary of the Derbyshire Union 
of Golf Clubs, and was largely responsible to re-establishing 
the Union, which had been founded in 1913. He entered the 
Amateur Championship in 1921, losing in the first round to G 
Tweedale. A later appearance occurred in 1927, again departing 
after the first round. In 1929, he failed to arrive for the opening 
match.  However he and his wife managed to win the Mixed 
Foursomes at Buxton and High Peak. Also in this year he and 
another county stalwart, Charlie Thorpe, played an exhibition 
match against J H Taylor, now aged 60 and Tom Williamson, 
the Hollinwell professional, at Burton-on-Trent Golf Club. The 
amateurs were given two holes start and won 4/3. The County 
Dinner followed  the match. Three years later Foster Pegg and 
Thorpe took on two younger professionals, again at Burton; 
despite a three holes start Percy Alliss and Abe Mitchell defeated 
the amateurs 5/4. 

The County’s affairs had resumed in 1921, the Reverend hav-
ing arranged inter-county matches and the inter-club Foursomes 
competition. Although his handicap at Buxton was listed as +2, 
he did not play in the matches but he had been listed to play. He 
did play against Warwickshire at Coventry, losing to England 
international and, later County President, Carl Bretherton, a 
major figure in Midlands golf. In 1921 eleven clubs resumed 
membership of the Union; some smaller courses had closed 
on the outbreak of war, but new clubs were being formed and 
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Foster Pegg encouraged affiliation to the Union, including the 
Duke of Devonshire’s private course at Chatsworth House.

Annual matches had been arranged with Yorkshire and in 
September the Reverend partnered George Henriques “fritter-
ing away” a lead of three holes after five to lose two and one. This 
inspired Foster Pegg to play “brilliant golf ” and win his match 
on the Sixteenth, helping Derbyshire to claim six points in that 
format after a foursomes whitewash.

Henriques became a dominant figure in the county’s and 
later the country’s golf.

A full report on the 1923 County Championship appeared 
in the Ilkeston Advertiser praising the “delightful course” at 
Erewash Valley. “The Rev W H Foster Pegg of Buxton, now plus 
1, was a strong favourite for the Championship prize. He played 
wonderfully well in the first round and returned a net score of 
76, doing each of the first three holes in one below bogey. His 
score for the second round was 84”. The Championship was won 
by a local player, B W Maltby. Foster Pegg had an unfortunate 
habit of following a good first round with a poor second one, as 
similar championship results demonstrate. This may have been 
a result of his war wound. In 1924 four more clubs affiliated to 
the Union, bringing the number up to eighteen, and more inter-
county fixtures were arranged. This made more evident the need 
for a unified handicapping system, which had been one of the 
concerns of the Midland Counties Golf Association which had 
been formed twenty years previously. A meeting was called in 
Manchester to discuss the formation of an English Golf Union; 
thirty years after Laidlaw Purves had urged the foundation of 
such a body. Foster Pegg represented Derbyshire, accompanied 
by Captain Peacock of the Markeaton Club. They remained the 
county’s delegates until 1936, by which time Foster Pegg had 
been honoured with the Presidency of the Union in 1930. Two 
years later he was elected President of the Derbyshire Union.. 
This was just reward for his work in re-establishing the union. 
By 1929 the work was so onerous he required an assistant and 
Mr A B Clayton was appointed. He took over when Foster Pegg 
resigned the office in 1932, partly because he had been elected 
Captain for the following year.

He was one of the four players chosen for the National 
Championship at Ganton, which was won by Yorkshire. He 
preferred to choose experienced players from his squad of 
thirty, rather than rely on handicaps for selection and was keen 
to include the artisan golfers of Buxton, as Richard Atherton 
and John Armitt reported in the last issue of Through the Green. 

Foster Pegg represented the county’s first team until 1937, playing 
in six matches before leaving the county to take up a new living 
in Lincolnshire. He was still included in the “Who’s Who” in the 
Golfers’ Handbooks of the 1930s. He had laid out the ground-
work for the active, well organised executive committee which 
continues today. He was presented with mementoes at various 
times in his time with the county and was regularly accorded 
votes of thanks for his efforts. Foster Pegg died in 1953, a short 
obituary appearing in The Times. Since his time as President of 
the E.G.U. four other Derbyshire stalwarts have served in that 
capacity including George Henriques, whose handicap was held 
by the Lancashire Union! Nevertheless his work for Derbyshire 
was wholehearted.

The only photograph the author could find of the Reverend 
is a rather blurred action shot and another frustration is that the 
minute books for Foster Pegg’s early years as secretary cannot 
be found. 
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Golf in the Dukeries will be available at the end of 
March from Mr P. McGrath, Secretary, DUGC, 

36 Ilkeston Rd, Stapleford, Notts, NG9 8JL  
£15 + £3.00 p & p

the father of derbyshire golf

Closing date for contributions to June TTG is 15th May

Correction
Stuart Mackenzie has pointed out an error in Jim gray’s 
philatelic tribute to Seve Ballesteros in December TTg. The 
three open covers pictured on pp 28/29 were issued not by 
the gPo, but by hB rutherford of Dundee. Jim is grateful 
in acknowledging this correction.
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Bernard Darwin - 2013

BGCS member Dick Verinder from Washington, Texas, 
casts his mind back to Darwin in 1913 

Empire and Woodrow Wilson was President of the United States.  
The ‘Great War’ was still a year away but rumblings, like distant 
thunder, could be heard for those who listened. The Second 
Balkan War started in June: 33 days later it ended with defeated 
Bulgaria ceding half of Macedonia to Greece (which kept the 
name Macedonia), and half to Serbia. World War I officially 
began a year later. Darwin was to spend 2½ years in Macedonia 
as a Major in the Royal Army Ordnance Corps. In Life is Sweet, 
Brother he wrote: “The best journey in the world – and surely 
many people will agree with me – was that home from the War.”   

Golf in 1913
American golf was then viewed as an elite game for the rich 
- until September.  A modest unknown boy from the middle 
class would change that perception to the benefit of millions 
of Americans including three babies in diapers: Ben Hogan, 
Byron Nelson, and Sam Sneed. Darwin was in his 5th year as 
a full-time journalist. The Times newspaper and Country Life 
magazine were his primary employers and would continue so to 
the very end of his life on the 18th of October 1961. Other pub-
lications he contributed to in 1913 included the Chicago Daily 
Tribune, Golf Illustrated, The American Golfer, The Daily Mail, 
and The Weekly Scotsman.  Throughout his career Bernardo (as 
his friends called him) wrote articles for over 50 periodicals. 

That prestigious London newspaper, The Times, was suffer-
ing declining circulation under poor management when Darwin 
joined it in 1907.  However, in 1908 Lord Northcliffe purchased 
the paper and energized it partly by expanding the scope of 

Bernardo’s writings.  As he wrote in A Sort of a Journalist:
It was when Lord Northcliffe first took command at The Times 
that some of the most amusing jobs came my way, for he found 
time among all his other occupations to remember the kind 
of thing that appealed to me, and to send me to write about it. 
I am sure that I am not a ‘trained sort of journalist’ – another 
cryptic term having a touch of trade unionism – because I am 
quite without some of the accomplishments which I observe 
among my friends who have an undoubted right to the title....
in short, if my amateur status as a golfer has been regarded 
as rather murky, as a journalist it has been above suspicion.

Lord Northcliffe thought otherwise. Besides golf, Darwin 
penned articles about horse racing at Ascot, even though in Darwin as Lieutenant in the Army  Ordnance  Department

On  Easter Monday, 1950, Bernard Darwin 
gave a talk over the BBC entitled ‘1913, A Year I 
Remember’.  Although a transcript of this talk is 
likely buried in some dusty cellar (at least I cannot 

find it), his unique excursions in 1913 are well documented in 
archives of The Times. Darwin was 36 years old at the start of 
1913.  He had been born a mere nine months after the death of 
golf ’s first true superstar Young Tommy Morris and lived to see 
the ascension of another superstar– Jack Nicklaus. He and Eily 
were raising Ursula age four and Robin a two year-old toddler.  
They lived in London at 32 Elm Park Gardens SW.  On March 3 
Bernard’s father Sir Francis Darwin married Florence Maitland, 
who had two daughters from a prior marriage.  Now, Bernard 
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Darwin in the mid-twenties - the Voice of Golf

Every Idle Dream he declared “Thousands of people – I am 
emphatically one of them - know nothing of horses.” He also 
covered athletic events at Eton, boxing and cricket matches in 
London, and even wrote obituary notices of prominent per-
sons.  In early 1913 Lord Northcliffe asked him to undertake 
four excursions to report on things that ‘appealed to him’. 

Golf on the French Riviera
Bernardo must have enthusiastically embraced this first special 
assignment.  He was to travel, with his wife, to South France 
and write about golf courses in the French Riviera: Costebelle, 
Hyeres, Cannes, Cagnes, Valescure and Sospel. These articles 
where published in The Times on the 19th, 22nd and 26th of 
February, and the 1st, 5th,  8th and 11th of March. As expected 
he describes the courses, sometimes hole by hole (what else 
would you expect from ‘Our Golf Correspondent’?). However, 
sensuous descriptions of the countryside and people are what 
make this series outstanding.  A snippet from ‘Sunday Morning 
at Cannes’: 

The whole extent of Cannes lies beneath us like a map painted 
by a three-colored process of its own, in red, white, and blue.  
There is the red of the roofs, the creamy white of the houses, 
and blue of the posters which proclaim the merits of chocolates 
and cocoas – a brave, jolly blue that is splashed vividly on 
wall after wall and for once reconciles us entirely to the 
advertiser’s art . . . it is astonishingly unlike an English town.

The reports were intended to be republished in a small book 
titled The Riviera Golf Courses but alas! they never were.

A Royal Train
The second special assignment was domestic yet royal.  He and 
other reporters travelled on His Majesty’s train (how Bernardo 
loved trains and food and this must have been the best of both) 
as part of King George V and his Queen’s entourage. Darwin’s 
reports were published in The Times on the 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 
14th and 15th of July. In concert with The Times policy, which 
continued well into the 1970s, authorship was labelled ‘From 
Our Special Correspondent’ with no identification of the 
Correspondent.  His writing style in these articles is familiar 
yet restrained, similar to that used in his book Robinsons of 
Bristol.  

A Little Dickens
The third journey was to report on locations portrayed in the 
writings of Charles Dickens from which Darwin frequently 
quoted in his articles about golf and other things. In Life is 
Sweet, Brother; he talks about writers’ use of quotations:

It [the use of quotations] is no doubt a maddening habit . . . 
they do it partly because they come to think in the lanuage 
of their favourite books, and partly because the mere writing 
down of some heavenly phrase gives them a rich physical 
satisfaction not to be resisted.  

His articles are collectively called A Dickens Pilgrimage and were 
reissued in 1914 as a small book of the same name.  We are not 

quite sure when he visited Rochester, Bath, Dover, Broadstairs, 
Canterbury, Ipswich, Bury, and prominent inns mentioned in 
Dickens’ writings. We do know his articles appeared in The Times 
on 30th of August, the 6th, 13th, 20th and 27th of September, 
and concluded on the 15th of November.  Dates of these visits 
are uncertain because Darwin was already on his next journey.

In America

Bernardo departed Liverpool on the 30th of August, aboard 
the HMS Baltic, destination New York: his final great excur-
sion of 1913. Lord Northcliffe had arranged with Mr. Charles 
B. Macdonald, USGA President and founder of National Golf 
Links of America on Long Island, to host Darwin’s first visit to 
America.  His assignment was to report on the USGA Amateur 
Championship at Garden City and the US Open Championship 
at The Country Club at Brookline. His articles were cabled 
back to London and appeared in The Times starting on the 
2nd of September and continuing through the 25th of October. 
Darwin’s vivid descriptions of Francis Ouimet’s playoff victory 
over Harry Vardon and Edward Ray are especially succulent:

The gloomy sky, the rain dripping from the sodden trees, the 
pools of water, the players armed with towels, the crowds, the 
umbrellas and the megaphones – I can see and hear them all.  I 
can still feel my patriotism weakening until with only one hole 
to go, and Francis having a winning lead, I find myself praying 
that no frightful disaster may rob him at the last. (From The 
World That Fred Made)  
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And then, 

He was swallowed up in the crowd. The next thing I remember 
is sitting in my bedroom looking out on the rain and writing 
frantically.  I felt like a War Correspondent on some stricken 
field, sending home news of the annihilation of the British 
Army. But the victory had been so glorious that no grudging 
of it was possible. (From Mostly Golf.]  

His stay was not only about golf. He enjoyed watching a 
baseball game in Boston and visiting Coney Island rid-
ing the switchback railway (roller coaster), eating clams, 
and consuming “a number of cold, delicious ‘soft’ drinks 
in the blazing sunshine and got, as children say, a pain.”

In Years Ahead
Their second daughter Nicola would be born in 1916 shortly 
before he embarked for Macedonia.  Bernardo would continue 
to play golf as a top amateur.  In a return trip to America in 

Darwin and Paul Hunter, The Amateur, Hoylake 1921

1922, playing as Captain of Britain’s first Walker Cup team (he 
had taken the place of R. Harris who had taken ill), he won his 
singles match over William Fownes, the opposing Captain and 
America’s 1910 Amateur Champion. Darwin played in several 
Amateur Championships reaching the semi-finals in 1909 and 
1921. But to my mind his most impressive performance was 
in 1931 when, aged 55, he advanced to the quarter-finals of the 
Amateur Championship at Westward Ho!. Bernardo’s literary 
contributions about golf and many other subjects are truly 
prodigious.  He would eventually publish at least 69 books and 
booklets (many of which are not about golf), countless Golf 
Club Handbooks, at least 50 introductions to books of other 
authors, and who knows how many thousands of contribu-
tions to books, newspapers, magazines, calendars, and even 
for use on golf collector cards. Many of his writings have been 
republished in anthologies published by other persons: from 
Mostly Golf in 1976 edited by Peter Ryde, his successor as ‘Our 
Golf Correspondent’ at The Times, to Introductions by Bernard 
Darwin in 2012 published by Dormy House Press.   

It is quite remarkable that a person born in 1876 continues in the 
twenty-first century to be recognized as “a writer for the ages”.  

Darwin at Rye with the President’s Putter. 
He won the tournament in 1924

Darwin, Captain of the Walker Cup team, at Southampton NY   
with Francis Quimet, Cyril Tolley and Jesse Guildford
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Letter from America
by Muckson

Unfortunately, the closing of golf courses and 
clubs continues to outstrip any new additions to 
the marketplace in the States.  One foreclosure 
or auction sale at the end of 2012 that may have 

escaped notice is of singular interest to students of golf his-
tory and golf architecture.  Sadly, one of the most important 
properties in America left the hands of a faithful servant.  After 
having carefully restored the property, meticulously researched 
its history, and faithfully maintained the experience for over 
20 years, Lewis Keller was forced to sell the historic Oakhurst 
Links. Advancing in years, Keller eventually sold the property 
to Jim Justice, the owner of the nearby Greenbrier Resort, for an 
undisclosed sum. The Oakhurst estate consisted of the restored 
nine holes and the historic homestead and clubhouse.  “To be 
perfectly honest, I don’t know that it’s going to be a great thing 
for the Greenbrier,” Justice said. “But I know it’s a great thing 
to do.”  As spring arrives in West Virginia this year many are 
hopeful, but curious to see what may be next for this property 
and its unique place in the early history of golf in America.

For many the story is now fairly well-known.  In the early 
1880’s Russell Montague moved from New England to the hills 
of Greenbrier County, West Virginia. Few in America had 
played or even heard of a game played by the Scots known as 
golf.  Even though some form of a resort existed down the road 
from the property Montague purchased, he did not come for the 
Charles Blair McDonald design at The Greenbrier – that would 
not be built for another 35 years.  He did come for the ‘healing 
waters’ and better climate than Boston, Massachusetts.

Montague was friends with his next-door neighbor 
George Grant, a Scot who arrived in Greenbrier Valley before 
Montague.  Grant’s cousin Lionel Torin, known to Grant as an 
avid golfer, wrote to say he was coming for a visit.  In an effort 
to help Torin enjoy his favorite hobby during his stay, Grant 
asked Montague if they might set up some “golf ” holes on 
Montague’s property – known as “Oakhurst.”  More than likely 
then, when Torin arrived from Ceylon, India (after having been 
a founding member of the Royal Colombo GC), it was Torin 
who introduced this strange new game to Montague, Grant and 
some other neighbors who were fellow Scots.

Montague’s introduction to the game – if not the first time 
the game was played in America (after whatever brief exposure 
occurred in colonial times), was nonetheless the way golf was 
introduced to and developed in the new world. Fay Ingalls was 
introduced to the game of golf at Oakhurst (which he referred 
to in his history of the region as the “Montague Meadows”) and 
became so enamored he introduced the game as a new leisure 
activity at The Homestead – the nearby Virginia resort owned 

by the Ingalls family.
A few years later, probably without knowledge of Torin’s 

lessons at Oakhurst, a better-known introduction to the game 
occurred, but it took the same pattern as those earlier activities 
in the Greenbrier Valley.  The more widely known story is, of 
course, the Washington’s Birthday morning gathering in 1888 
when John Reid (sometimes called the “father of American 
golf ”) introduced a few friends to the game of the Scots by 
taking them out to a field to demonstrate the equipment and 
the basic rules. Likewise, the history of The Country Club 
(Brookline, Massachusetts) includes yet another similar story of 
an experienced golfer (there a woman, Florence Boit) gathering 
in an open area to demonstrate how a newcomer might play this 
seemingly odd new game.

Any serious inquiry into the earliest days of golf in America 
reveals that this scene repeats itself – not in one continuous line 
passed down from the “father,” but in numerous and spontaneous 
events at various times and in disparate places. Inevitably, what 
happened to introduce and grow the game in America was much 
more a “grass roots” effort by individuals passionate about a new 
game with enthusiasm to share it with others.  This report from a 
Roanoke, Virginia newspaper in 1899 captures the scene well:

Mr. R.P.C. Henderson, ... introduced to Roanoke a collection 
of queer and freakish looking “shinny” sticks.  He explained 
to the curious that instead of a general scramble between 
two opposing sides to swat one ball across a goal line, that 
each player used his own ball in an endeavor to entice it 
into some tin cups surreptitiously hidden in a pasture lot.  
The mysteries of the river, brassie, mashie, jigger, niblick, 
and putter were unfolded to an amazed and credulous 
audience.  The curious liked, listened and – “got the bug.”

We will never know just how many different displays of this 
“curious” new game took place, especially along the eastern 
seaboard from the mid-1880s to the early 1890s when America 
recognized that a huge golf boom had been ignited. Leisure 
sports in the United States has never been the same.

The “Montague meadows” at the Oakhurst property may be 
the only original “grounds for golf ” that survives in the United 
States. Those with a passion for preserving this crucial piece of 
early American golf history may want to keep a watchful eye on 
developments at and nearby The Greenbrier Resort in White 
Sulphur Springs, West Virginia.

letter from america
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An Open Book
The Paul Lawrie Story
by
Paul Lawrie with John huggan

Paul Lawrie’s biography with John Huggan is certainly a very 
candid and ‘Open Book’. Having been described as ‘one of the 
top three worst major winners of all time’, Called Lowrie when 
introduced in the States and called Peter when he went to 
Buckingham Palace you might think he has a good reason to  moan 
a lot in his book. However he gives a very refreshing look at the 
life of a professional golfer especially when they have only won 
one Major and the burden that is placed on them to win  more.
Many of you may think Paul was lucky to win at Carnoustie 
in 1999, but I will bet if it was Justin Leonard that had gone 
on to win he would have been respected far more than Paul 
has been. It was not his fault Van de Veldt took seven up the 
last when a six would have done. However having looked into 
their eyes on the first play-off hole he could see Jean had lost 
it and that Justin was as nervous if not more so than he was. 
The way he played the last eighteen holes on the Sunday and 
finished the play off with a glorious fur iron into the last he 
deserved to win and get the acclaim he should have got. Even 
Nicklaus congratulated him on that shot – so what more could 
you ask for!

From his poor decision to go to the States after his 
Open win to the time spent in depression as well as giving 
the background to his spat with Meldrum House, Paul 
lays it all out in the open. Thankfully he has come through 
his bad times with a more relaxed attitude to what goes on 
around him and as we all know played a successful part 
in Europe retaining the Ryder cup at Medinah last year. 
He has a very successful Foundation and before too long 
we may see another of the Lawrie family join him on tour.
Lawrie tells it as it is and is recommended. 

Available from Waterstones at a cost of £16.99. 

Hamish Ewan

75th Anniversary - European Golf Association 
by

Christopf Meister

Golfers in Great Britain and Ireland will be familiar with the 
role of the various Golf Unions that have been in existence 
for many years. In fact many BGCS members will have been 
part of the organization of the Unions. What these gofers will 
probably not be aware of is that there has been a European 
Golf Association since 1937.

BGCS member Christoph Meister ‘s new book celebrating 
the 75th anniversary of the founding of the European Golf 
Association will most certainly provide all the information 
one requires about the Association. The book is split up into 
three main sections, following a number of high-powered 
introductions the first section deals with the history of the 
Association. The game was slow to develop in continental 
Europe being played mainly by British or American golfers 
on holiday or working there. Yet despite its small beginning 
the book points out that national golf federations were formed 
early in the 20th century: in Switzerland in 1902, Sweden 1904, 
Germany in 1907 and in the Netherlands, France and Belgium 
in 1912. All these before the Scottish Union was founded in 
1920 and the English Union in 1924! The writer describes the 
formation of the EGA following on from the International 
Golf Conference in Luxembourg in 1926. Delegates met in the 
Golf-Club Grand Ducal de Luxembourg in November 1937 to 
form the Association. Progress was severely restricted by the 
outbreak of the Second World War. The book examines the 
revival of the Association after being dormant for ten years. The 
focus was on developing international ties and was achieved 
by the growth of international matches and championships.

The second section of the book looks at the roles and 
functions of the EGA dealing with matters that are the con-
cern of all countries such as golf handicaps, the golf course 
and golf and the environment. Bringing the reader right up 
to date is the role played by the Association in making sure 
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that golf was re-introduced as an Olympic sport for the 2016 
Games in Rio de Janiero in 2016.   Believe it or not there are 
now 44 golf federations making up the members of the Eu-
ropean Golf Association. Each of these Federations are de-
scribed in detail in the last 30 pages of the book. The book is 
extremely well produced and is very well illustrated in black 
and white and colour. Written by a collector it will be ap-
preciated very much by collectors as it has many pictures of 
golf memorabilia contained in it. Many of these are used to 
illustrate the history of all the different Federations. Naturally 
the book is issued by the European Golf Association and is 
available from them. Cost was not available at time of writing.

I Readit.  

To Win and Die in Dixie
The Birth of the modern Golf Swing and the 
Mysterious Death of its Creator
by
 Steve eubanks

A number of golf heritage books of interest to the UK are 
being published in the USA and not always coming to our 
immediate attention. Such a title is To Win and Die in Dixie, 
jointly published by ESPN and Ballantine Books both of New 
York, the latter an imprint of Random House. Steve Eubanks 
heard the story from a veteran fellow journalist and has built on 
original research notes to fill in much detail on the influential 
career and mysterious death of J Douglas Edgar. 

Apprenticed to JS Caird at the City of Newcastle Golf Club 
in the last years of the nineteenth century, Edgar learnt his golf 
as a caddy and overcame physical disability and an unpromising 
start to his golfing career. Through experimentation and much 
determination he evolved a compact, inside-to-out method 
that brought power and consistency to his game. A step 
change in his tournament fortunes brought him international 
championships on either side of the First World War, a 
lucrative move to a country club in Atlanta, and important 
influence over some of the best American post-war amateurs. 
His tournament wins included the French Open in 1914, by six 
shots from Vardon, and the 1919 Canadian Open, by sixteen 
from Bobby Jones, a championship he retained the following 
year after a playoff. His 1919 winning margin remains a record 
for major events. Edgar outlined his method in 1920, in a short 
instructional book, The Gate to Golf, which was accompanied 
by a mechanical representation of ‘The Gate’ (which if found 
complete with the book, forms one of the most sought-after 
and expensive instructional volumes). 

Eubanks presents the book like other works of ‘faction’ 
with an invented, but plausible dialogue, much of it in 
Edgar’s native Geordie dialect. It is intriguingly structured, 
running chronological detail of Edgar’s life and career in 
parallel with an investigation of his death. Research into 

original sources in both Newcastle and the United States 
has provided much new material, including Edgar’s humble 
background, sharp natural intelligence and wit, determination 
and perseverance in his search for golfing excellence, and a 
flawed character involving drink, gambling and philandering.

Edgar was found late at night on an Atlanta sidewalk in 
the autumn of 1921, bleeding profusely from a deep wound 
to his thigh – initially and conveniently attributed to an 
automobile hit and run. Eubanks chronicles the investigation 
into possible alternative causes, made by a young newspaper 
reporter who was among the first to find the dying man. He 
documents much circumstantial evidence of homicide, and 
though avoiding outright accusation, gives a clear indication 
of motive and perpetrator. Steve Eubanks has done an 
important job, both in providing detail on Edgar’s career, 
and on drawing attention to his great contribution to golf. 

The book is beautifully designed by Mary Wirth, nicely 
produced, properly sewn and case-bound in xii + 243 pages 
with many contemporary photographs in black and white 
throughout the text. ISBN is 978-0-345-51081-5 and the 
recommended price is US$26; the good news is that copies 
are plentiful. I got an immaculate second-hand copy from 
Amazon UK for very few pounds. (Interesting also to note that 
a modern paperback version of Edgar’s book (sans The Gate) is 
currently available at one hundredth of the price of an original 
recently spotted on Abe Books)

This is an important history that is an absorbing read; 
thanks are due to American member Peter Eld, for drawing it 
to our attention.

John Pearson

A Century of Charterhouse golf 
by
nigel hague

This book is designed quite beautifully by Catherine 
Hollingworth with a foreword by Donald Steel. It is an 
excellent read for all those ardent supporters of the Halford 
Hewitt, closely followed by the Grafton Morrish, Bernard 
Darwin and the Queen Elizabeth. The reader will quickly 
realise why Charterhouse has left such a profound mark on 
Amateur golf, for it has indeed been fortunate in continuously 
attracting boys blessed with an extraordinary talent for 
the game who not only went on to serve their school so 
magnificently in ‘Old Boys’ events but many as Internationals.
However perhaps the greatest star of all was the man 
himself ‘Hal Hewitt’ - a huge enthusiast of all things 
Charterhouse - who rather surprisingly was only there 
four terms and Nigel tells the intriguing tale of how 
the Hewitt was founded. True it was based on similar 
lines of the Old Boys Soccer Tournament, the Arthur 
Dunn, but rather dispels the belief that Susie Mellin 
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was a co-founder - much to the chagrin of Malvernians One 
of Charterhouse’s greatest assets, ever since its foundation, 
has been the support and enthusiasm of its Society Members. 
Nick Royds masterminded the funding for the construction 
of a nine-hole course at the school and in 1988 it was opened 
by Denis Thatcher. Denis left photographic evidence of the 
occasions, following what looks like a six to mid-on.

This book is available from the Charterhouse shop at a 
special offer price of £10 compared to the normal £20. Cost 
of post and packing is £5 to all UK addresses. The address is 
Charterhouse, Godalming, Surrey, GU72DX 

Jeremy Lowe 

The Unremitting Challenge
Cooden Beach Golf Club centenary 2012
by
Jim Price

Cooden Beach started as a private owner’s club in 1912 as part 
of a master plan by local landowner, the Earl De La Warr, to 
develop Bexhill-on-Sea. Site of the course, to the west of the 
town, was unpromising. The Pevensey Levels were low-lying 
marshland, on an actual or potential invasion route into the 
south of England, as identified by Julius Caesar, William the 
Conqueror, Napoleon Bonaparte and Adolf Hitler. More than 
half of the course is below sea level, protected from the English 
Channel by a shingle ridge that provides high points on the 
course. The unusual morphology presents major problems of 
drainage, requiring a complex system of sluices and pumps 
that the Club has operated successfully, even under the 
modern environmental constraints deriving from the area’s 
SSSI status. 

The Earl hired Herbert Fowler, fresh from his success at 
Walton Heath, both to design the course and then run the 
Club as General Manager. He secured Fred Robson as pro and 
ran a successful early professional tournament that was won by 
Vardon. Initial success was stalled by the onset of World War 
I, but soon resumed after the Armistice. Cooden Beach was 
re-constituted as a members club in 1921, but had to wait until 
1959 to buy freehold of the course after another prolonged 
period of post-war austerity. 

Jim Price, a long-standing member has written the 
history, running a chronological account alongside detailed 
reference to contemporary events – social and political; local, 
national and international. There is a substantial account of 
local prehistory, which throws the geology into context, and 
an extensive review of the Club’s experience of the Second 
World War – much of the latter illustrated by the experience 
of individual members. The general account becomes more 
intense into the modern era, with details of the contributions 
and experiences not just of the major personalities within 
the Club, but also of the general membership – activities 
and achievements; playing, administrative and social. Unlike 

many conventional histories, the author documents points of 
contention and dispute; he identifies powerful protagonists, 
honestly-held views, political manoeuvres and their eventual 
resolution as the Club developed from post-war austere 
exclusivity to popular modern financial success. 

The modern club has a solid record of playing achievement, 
though both ladies and men’s sections, much of it based on 
a strong junior section. It also has a good relationship with 
visiting societies and a strong social component – all of which 
culminate in the account of successful centenary celebrations, 
which our Society was privileged to share. Our hickory match 
in June was well-covered, with a number of photographs, 
including an action shot of our president on the first tee. 

The book is presented in 208 pages of A4 format, printed in 
colour throughout, profusely-illustrated and case-bound with 
an illustrated dustwrapper. The Club have generously offered 
to supply the book to BGCS members at a bargain members-
price of £12, (compared with a recommended price of £40). 
Postage, if necessary, will be extra. Local BGCS member 
Robert Collins has kindly agreed to distribute copies. P&p in 
the UK is £6; overseas postal charges will be at cost, but would 
be of the order of £12 for Europe and £20 ROW. Robert can 
be contacted at robertc41@hotmail.com (email) and 01424 
219533 (tel).

John Pearson
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Foster Brothers of Ashbourne
Can any member provide me with information or lend  me 
material about this manufacturer  who made hickory shafted 
Bogee clubs? This would be included in a short talk or display 
at Ashbourne GC on the 19th of June, when the Society are to 
play a Centenary match against the Derbyshire Union of Golf  
Clubs. If you can help, please contact me at ratherton4@aol.
com or 01298 25937

Richard Atherton

An Indian Club
The attached photo is of the head of a mid iron that Pete 
Georgiady, knowing my interest in clubs marked for unusual 
locations, gave to me.  The only source identification on it is 
the “Uberoi, Ltd., Sielkot” stamping.  Sielkot was in British 
India and is, now, a city of 1.2 million people in Pakistan.  
What intrigues me about the club head is that there is no 
marking on the head that indicates a U.K. origin.  With 
the customers for golf clubs in British India being colonial 
administrators and, perhaps, some natives who acquired an 
interest the game from them, I don’t believe that it is credible 
that Uberoi cabled a cleek maker in Scotland to order heads 
and gave instructions to omit the U.K. markings.  Heads being 
British would have been a selling point. I suspect that the head 
is the product of an indigenous golf equipment industry in 
British India in the 1920s.

Unlike other contemporary golf clubs that I own that are 
marked for retailers in Calcutta and Bombay, the name on this 
head represents a sporting goods manufacturer in a city that is 
notable for sporting goods manufacturing today and back to, 
at least, the 1880s, when Uberoi, Ltd., was founded.  Some pre-
liminary inquiries on the Internet revealed that, in 1920, of the 

income taxes paid by the sporting goods industry in Sielkot, 
Uberoi paid 40% of them. This was a large organization. I 
infer that a sporting goods company as large as Uberoi must 
have had forges for other purposes and skilled blacksmiths 
who were quite capable of duplicating iron golf club heads. 
While it is plausible, I emphasize that my theory is unproven.  
I would like to hear from BGCS members who may have 
relevant information, other examples of Uberoi golf clubs 
or any ideas of where to dig for information that might lead 
to a conclusion about whether my mid iron was a domestic 
product of British India.  Other comments are, also, welcome.

Championships
Two years ago I raised the question why the BGCS referred 
to handicap events as championships. A compromise was 
agreed by the Committee, but there are some’ things that 
cannot be settled by compromise and this is proving to be one 
of them, The entry form for the Welsh Weekend, for example, 
states ‘Welsh Hickory Championship: one round Stableford 
competition on handicap’ I feel sure that the past winners 
would be too modest to claim to have been Welsh Hickory 
Champions in their time. Especially if it led them to admit 
that this smewhat grandiose title had been earned in a one-
round handicap competition. 

The counter argument is based on us having gone too far 
down the line to right the wrong. I respectfully suggest that 
the Committee should think again and  the simple redrafting 
of entry forms would be a start. It would add to the stature 
of the Society if it ran prestigious and esteemed national and 
regional championships worthy of their name

Charlie Wade
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air travel to Perth for the Cottesloe Cup. Dan was a huge help 
for them, particularly about the members from the old days 
and the course layout, which they had wrong, much to their 
surprise and disbelief, and Dan put them right. ‘I knew every 
tree on that golf course’, he told me later. Their history book runs 
to over 800 pages and had a good review of in TTG a couple of 
years or so ago.

In September 2011, Robin and I visited Western Australia – 
our first time for many years. I told the Cottesloe historians we 
were coming and they invited me to the Club, also suggesting 
I should see the historian at Albany GC, where Dan used to go 
in the summer holiday months and give lessons. Enid had lived 
there and that’s how they met. The Cottesloe historians spoke 
proudly of the spirit PCA had engendered in the club and how 
that has become their tradition – PCA is pictured on the score 
card.

I contacted Adrian Monger, PCA’s grandson who had been 
on the staff of Scotch College and back in 1956 was one of the 
Australian eights rowing crew which won the bronze medal at 
the Melbourne Olympics. Adrian lives in a street that runs down 
to Cottesloe Beach and Seaview GC, where he is a member and 
he took me there for nine holes. It was a wonderful feeling to 
walk in the footsteps of his grandfather. He also took me to 
Scotch College (he had been Development Manager, in charge 
of donations etc) and was so proud of his grandfather who had 
been an institution there as Principal, as he was at Cottesloe 
GC, for more 40 years. ‘PCA inspired people until the day he 
died’ Adrian said.

Adrian is PCA’s family archivist as well as a volunteer at the 
Scotch archives so he had paid me the ultimate compliment 
on the article, that I got the facts right! He holds PCA’s daily 
diaries for 1894, 5 and 6, but not the championship year of 1893. 
The brief entries explain clearly the interesting life of a young 
St Andrews man. With his sister Margaret and wife Sue, Adrian 
visited St Andrews late last year.

These experiences starting in 2005 and ending in 2012 were 
a great reward for responding to John’s question, compiling the 
PCA story and helping the Cottesloe GC historians. 

Barry Leithhead

Early last year I heard from Perry Somers, BGCS member and 
former World Hickory Champion, an Australian with whom I 
had played some hickory golf in late 2011. Perry had read my 
article on Peter Anderson in an old copy of TTG (September 
2005) and emailed his appreciation. He had heard of Anderson, 
but had not ben aware just how good he and his brother Mark 
had been.

My original source had been John Pearson, who had noted 
Anderson’s youth and inexperience when winning the Amateur 
in 1893, after which he emigrated to Australia, never to be 
heard of again. Could I find out something about him? At that 
time I was the Editor of The Brassie, the quarterly newsletter 
of the Australian Golf Heritage Society and co-convenor of its 
Historians Group. Researching PCA and writing the story was 
a most enjoyable affair, resulting in the article.

In December 2005, a few months after the article was pub-
lished in TTG, I put on a seminar at Moore Park GC for the 
AGHS golf club historians on ‘Writing a Golf Club History’. 
Moore Park is close the home of our Patron Dan Cullen and I 
encouraged him to attend. Dan, in his nineties after a lifetime 
of being a golf professional, is very interested in the history of 
golf, particularly as he has lived it. Always ready to say a few 
words, and at the end of the session he spoke about being in 
Western Australia in the mid 1930s, as assistant to Mr Alberts at 
the West Australian (Mt Yokine) club. Then he said, ‘when Mr 
Alberts went to Cottesloe about 1935, I went there with him’. My 
ears pricked up at ‘Cottesloe’ because of my researching PCA’s 
role in founding that club and Seaview, its first course. I asked 
Dan ‘Did you know PC Anderson’. ‘Yes’, he answered, ‘well not 
personally, but I used to see Mr Anderson come on the course 
late in the afternoon, walking across the valley from the school 
and he’d play a few holes and go home’.

I was excited by Dan’s connection with Cottesloe GC 
because I’d been in touch with their historians about their 
coming centenary. I emailed my contact at the Club and asked 
if he knew about Dan, ‘of course’ he said, ‘but I don’t know if 
he’s still alive’. I gave him the contact details and put them in 
touch. Later they provided Dan, and Enid his wife of 60 years, 

Post Script on Peter Corsar Anderson, Amateur Champion 1893

This tattered relic from the family archive shows one of 
Peter Anderson’s rare championship appearances – this 
one against Leslie Balfour-Melville




